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Peter Rowe

Foster had all the right moves, but life denied him a clean shot
drive. Maybe the Big O wasn't the fastest player on the
court, but he was the smartest.
"He can shoot, pass, rebound - and he can think out
there," Jim Sams told a reporter while coaching Foster
Oscar Foster was waitin outside the
for the 1967 City-County All Star Game. "Just when
Golden Hill board-and-care residence
you think you know what he's going to do, he does
where he lives. He intro(luced himself, · something else."
but it wasn't necessary. When he was
homeless, he was San D~go's tallest
street person. He's still ~-foot-8 and he ~osing the commitment
still glides through <low town and
Above all, Oscar Foster had a future. More than 185
Golden Hill and Balboa rk.
colleges recruited him. He chose Minnesota. Next
We took a table in the board-and-care!s dining hall
stop: the National Basketball Association.
and Foster told me his story.
But in Minnesota, Foster was beset by allergies and
"I just praise God that I'm alive," he safd, "that I can
homesickness. In 1969, he transferred to the Universistill play ball."
ty of San Diego.
That is all he's ever wanted - good health and a
And that's when people noticed the change. His
clean shot. He didn't get either.
grades began to slide. He suffered from depression.
Even on the court, something was wrong.
Twenty-six years ago, he had everyth" g.
He had records. As a forward and cen rat San Die"He could handle the ball, he could shoot, but during
go High School, he scored 1,766 points, ore than any · that time he had lost the commitment," said Bernie
Bickerstaff, Foster's coach at USD. "He was confused,
local player before him. All-American H h School
he was trying to find direction in life."
Team, 1967. California Interscholastic ederation
Instead, Foster found pressure. He needed to post
Player of the Year, 1967.
He had his mother's talent- in the 1 30s, Isie Fos- big numbers at USD to win the NBA's attention. For
ter had been a college All-American - nd his father's the Toreros, he averaged 14.4 points a game - good,

"Our lives teach us who we are. "
1
- Salman Rushdie

but not good enough.
was out of time.
He left USD in 1971 without a degree, but still with
In 1976, Bickerstaff- then a coach with the Washa vision. He would play in the NBA.
ington Bullets - came to Indianapolis. Before a BulIn 1973, Foster was invited to the Oakland spring
lets-Pacers game, he was in a local gym watching picktraining camp of the Harlem Clowns, a "show basketup ball when he saw a familiar figure.
ball" team patterned after the Harlem Globetrotters.
"I can't believe it," Bickerstaff said. "That's got to be
He was one of 70 ballplayers fighting for four or five
Oscar Foster."
openings.
It was. After the game, Bickerstaff and Foster talkIt was no contest.
"He dominated in spring training," said Eural McKel- ed. "He was still chasing the dream," Bickerstaff said.
"He wanted to play in the NBA."
vy, then the team's personnel director. "He had all the
In 1984, Foster talked his way into a tryout with the
skills. Around the key, he was deadly. Plus, he was
Los Angeles Clippers. He was 35.
strong on the boards. Good legs."
Everyone knew he was too old to break into the
Foster spent two years with the Clowns, traveling
NBA. Everybody except Foster.
around the United States and Canada. He was getting
"I wanted to play," he says now. "I wanted to be out
paid for playing ball, but it wasn't the NBA.
there with them."
"Oscar wanted to play 'straight' basketball," McKelvy said.
Everyone knew that Foster was obsessed. But few
And Foster was NBA caliber, McKelvy said. In his
people knew that he was mentally ill. His friends didn't
opinion, all Foster lacked was luck.
always understand, but they remained his friends and
''You have to be at the right place at the right time
his lifeline.
and have the right person see you," said McKelvy. ''You
"I could have taken a really big fall and never gotten
have to have a lot of ink to get into the NBA."
_back up again," Foster said. ''But these people kept me
going."
·

Still chasing a dream

But maybe Foster wasn't just out ofluck. Maybe he

Thursday: Victory.
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The Demon Barber is out
and Patsy Cline is in at the
San Diego Rep.
Pagel

Peter Rowe

Foster bounced
back after illness
ended his dream
There were days when Oscar Foster
would stand on the sidelines of Muni
Gym and just take it.
''Washed up,," players would jeer.
"Has-been."
And there were days when Foster
would walk onto the basketball court
and dish it out.
"No matter what emotional problems he was going
through," said a friend, Eddie Gross, the assistant
basketball coach at St. Augustine's, "they couldn't
handle him. He'd go out there and beat 'em."
No wonder. Foster's tormenters were fools. In his
prime, Foster was San Diego basketball.
"He was just devastating," said Earl Hines, the
athletic director at San Diego High. "A dominating
player."
Foster shattered countywide scoring records, racking up 1,766 points in three sea~on~. As_center or forward, his 6-foot-8 frame and qwck mtelligence ruled
the court. He was that rarity, an athlete scholar. Honor
roll member and president of the Boys' Federation, in
1967 Foster graduated 34th in a class of 562.
Scouted by more than 180 colleges, Foster
triumphantly left San Diego for the University of
Minnesota. One-on-one, he knew he could beat anyone.
But mental illness doesn't play games.
"He's schizophrenic," Dr. Sherwood Wilson,
Foster's psychiatrist, said. "He's been treated for more
than 20 years."
·
No one knows what causes schizophrenia. "The
origins are very unclear," Wilson said. But there's
widespread agreement about when it strikes - in late
adolescence or in the 20s.
So consider Foster's downward spiral. He left the
University of Minnesota after one year. In two seasons
l'------with.!!tellniver_sit of San Diego, "he had lost the com~ mitment," Bernie Biclcerst , his coacn,'s'ID, .
Always, there was a steady drumbeat of
expectations - Foster's and others' - that he would
play pro ball.
"Sometimes I would just shake," Foster said. "I'd get
so depressed."
_
.
Wilson, working for County Mental Health, says his
patient's records fill five volumes. The pages are
marked with the symptoms of schizophrenia:
unbearable pressure; paranoia; conversations that
lurch into tangled mental paths that doctors call "loose
associations."
Foster's been in and out of hospitals. He's been on

Union-Tribune I MICHAEL FRANKLIN

Center court: Oscar Foster today (center, in
light-bluejacket) with some of his many
friends. (From left) Willard Allison Jackson,
Gregory Austin and Ivory Griffin.
and off Prolixin, an anti-psychotic. He's been sent by
the county to board-and-care homes, only to take to the
streets of San Diego or Los Angeles.
But one thing has remained constant in Foster's life:
his friends.
"He's an excellent human being," Gus McGee, a
teammate at USD, said.
"He's really respected by my kids - and especially
by me," Gross said. "To know the man is to like the
man."
When I first heard the legend of Foster, a former
classmate was bemoaning the man's fate.
''What a waste," he said.
But Foster, now 43, sees it differently. When I met
him in a Golden Hill board-and-care, he handed me a
sfieet of paper. Both sideswere covered with Mmes.
"I could have taken a really big fall and never gotten
back up again," he said, "but these people kept me
going."
The list includes Bill Walton, who gives Foster his
size 17½ tennis shoes; San Diego High teammates
Doyle Steel and Johnny Otis; Bickerstaff; Foster's
parents; his doctor; his ministers; "all my friends in
board and care"; and dozens of others.
"Sometimes," Foster said, "even though you are
talented, it doesn't work out. You need something to
fall back on."
When the cheering stopped, Oscar Foster fell back
on his friends.

Colleges wage bidding war
for top minority students
By FOX BUTTERFIELD

agree. In 1992, only 1 percent of aJl
black high school students, or
George Watson is a high school 1,493 people, scored 600 or above,
senior in great demand. More than out of a maximum 800, .on the ver-100 colleges have flooded him with bal part of the SAT, according to
unsolicited application material, fill- the College Board. Only 2 percent,
ing two crates in his house in South or 3,404 people, scored 600 or
Orange, N.J. Some have offered to above on the math portion. That
waive their normal $35 application compares with 8 percent of white
fee. One invited him for an all-ex- students, or 55,224, who scored
penses-paid visit. Another prom- over 600 on the verbal portion and':'.
ised him a $20,000 scholarship, al- 19 percent of whites, or 132,840,_:
though his parents own a successful who scored that high on the math
business.
portion.
' '
Last week Harvard University
The nation's top colleges normal- .
wrote to say that it had waived its ly require a score of at least 600 on
Jan. 1 application deadline for Wat- each of these tests. But many eduf
son, so he could still apply. When he cators believe that standardized
called to check, a woman in the tests like the SAT discriminate
Harvard admissions office said she against blacks and other minorities.
knew nothing about the change, un- A number of colleges advise black
ti! he identified himself as a black applicants that their SAT scor:~~:
will be given less weight in deterstudent.
Watson, who has a "B" average mining admission than the they a~e
and scored 690 out of 800 in math for white applicants, Widmer said.'""
on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
Among prestigious instituti0n's ·
(SAT), is among the beneficiaries of that acknowledge having me:rjL
a rapidly escalating bidding war by scholarships for blacks are the Unimany of the nation's top colleges versity of Virginia, Duke Univen.~"'
for academically talented black stu- ty, Washington University in 's(.
dents.
Louis and Rice University in Hous~
With more and more colleges ton. Emory University in Atlanta.,
pursuing racial diversity with has two merit-based full scholarsJ:i:ip_
greater zeal in recent years, and programs that are awarded to the
with a very small pool of black stu- top graduates of Atlanta's public '
dents who have achieved academic schools, whose student bodies are
excellence, some colleges have be- predominantly black. The winner,s~
gun recruiting black students the thus almost invariably are black. ::::
way they have long sought star athThe largest merit scholarshj p
letes, with special financial aid, free program for minority students is at
campus visits and aggressive pro- Rutgers University, New Jersey's'
motional tactics.
state university, which last year .of'.
As a result, a number of college fered scholarships to 244 minor:ity ,
officials privately accuse each other high school seniors who finished in •
of "stealing" black students. And the top 10 percent of their class aii'd"
there are growing concerns that had a combined score of at leas'i'
some black students from affluent 1,100 on their SATs.
families are receiving scholarships
Of the 97 students who accepted~
beyond what federal guidelines Rutgers' James Dickson C&r:i::.
governing financial aid suggest, de- Scholarship, named for the univerpriving needier students of help.
sity's first black graduate, the~e '
"I am very troubled by this were 62 blacks, 33 Hispanic shi~
trend," said Neil Rudenstine, the dents, one American Indian and one..
president of Harvard. Like all the student described as multiethnic,~
Ivy League colleges and a number said Elizabeth Mitchell, the assisof other prestigious institutions, tant vice president for undergrad~-~
Harvard has a policy of giving finan- ate admissions. The Carr scholarcial aid based solely on need and of ships cover $5,000 of Rutgers'
not giving merit scholarships, $7,454 annual costs for in-state tuwhich are based on a student's aca- ition, room and board.
demic achievements. The policy is
A number of colleges have begun·
meant to ensure that all students using other techniques to try to
who need assistance get it.
attract top black students. Dart"If this trend continues, we will mouth, for example, now offers to
all be done in, because there is not pay for campus visits by black stuenough money to go around," Ru- dents, as it long has for athletes and
denstine said.
academic superstars.
Fred Hargedon, the dean of ad"To me, it is a practical step,
mission _ at Princeton University, considering their financial circums.rilR:Be-ifit:reasing-use of inanciaf--',-,..,~iee.ami.JJ.u:tilflOiat ' g gr..aph,
aid and other monetary incentives ical situation," said Ka:rl Furstento attract black students is tanta- berg, Dartmouth' s dean of
mount "to buying them."
admissions and financial aid. He
What is driving this new competi- called the paid visits "more comtion, college officials agree, is the fortabl~ ethically than financial bidlaw of supply and demand. On the ding."
demand side, said Eric Widmer, the
Furstenberg believes that in addean of admissions and financial aid dition to the institutions that acat Brown University, "is that in the knowledge having merit scholarpast few years a growing number of ships for blacks, a number of other
colleges have come to want more colleges quietly bend their finandiversity, or to be perceived as be- cial-aid guidelines for black stu-ing more diverse, since that is now dents. Many do this by offering
seen as a measure of being a good them extra money in the form of'
school."
grants, which need not be repaitl;
At the same time, the supply of rather than requiring them to take
academically gifted black students jobs or loans as part of their scholremains small, college officials arship packages, he said.
New York Times News Service
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Two Toreros earn all-conference basketball honors
'

Staff and wire reports

SAN FRANCIS CO - Dana
Jones of Pepp~rdin e was named
player of the year and Santa
Clara's Dick Davey was naµied
coach of the year during Friday's West Coast 'Conferen ce
men's basketba ll tourname nt
awards luncheon. .
The Universit y of San Diego
put two players on the confer-

.

ence's all-star · squad: guard
Doug Harris and forward Gylan
Dottin. Dottin, averaged 12.9
points and was second in the
WCC with 6.8 rebounds a game.
Harris averaged 12.4 points
overall but improved to 15.2 in
conferenc e play to rank fourth.
At 8 tonight the Toreros
(13-13) face host San Francisco
(18-11) in the first day of the
WCC tourname nt at Memorial

'

.

Gym. USF swept USD in regular-season play.
Jones led the conferenc e in
reboundin g (9.3 per game) and
field goal percentag e (61 percent) while ranking second in
scoring by averagin g 16.1
points. ·
Davey guided Santa Clara's
freshman -dominate d team to a
15-11 mark overall.
.
The other players named to

the all-star squad: '
Brian Brazier, forward, St.
Mary's; Jeff Brown, center,
Gonzaga; Pete Eisenrich , forward, Santa Clara; DeWayne
Lewis; forward, Santa Clara;
Zan M&son, forward, Loyola
Marymou nt; Derek Noether,
center, Pepperdi ne; Orlando
Sniart, guard, San Francisco ;
Grant Tracy, Portland , forward.
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Convent Controversy Splits Community
change for the Paducah Drive site. 'On its
newly acquired parcel, .the City built the
_ Rose Canyon Storage Yard. The neighbors
were without their intended park, but the
Catholic Church erected a convent with a
park-like setting and an elegant bell tower,
and for these thirty years, the nuns in residence coexisted serenely with their neighbors. Now, the nuns no longer reside at their
convent, and controversy, not serenity, presides over the convent site.
By Sandra L. Boyce
The Benedictine order had dwindled to an
Atop 6.2 acres on Paducah Drive in the
order of 15 nuns, and per the Diocese, the
Villa Marina development above Mission
nuns needed to •'consolidate locations and
Bay, sits the Benedictine Convent for Pervacate the facility.'' In their initial efforts
petual Adoration. Thirty years ago, although
toward selling the acreage, the Order opened
the City of San Diego's Master Plan had
negotiations with the Catholic Diocese of
designated this acreage to be a neighborSan Diego in November 1991.
hood park. the Catholic church received this
The Offices of the Diocese are currently
site in a land swap with the City.
located on the campus of the University of
The Church had purchased a parcel of
San Diego. The University is expanding and
land at Balboa Avenue and Morena Boulewould like to move into the Diocese's buildvard, which it offered to the City in exing on campus. The Diocese would like to

relocate its operation to a larger headquarters, with residential space for the Bishop.
The University and the Diocese view the
relocation to the Benedictine convent as a
solution to both their problems.
In order to move into the convent site and
to continue its operations, however, the
Diocese must obtain an amendment to the
existing conditional use permit (CUP)
granted the nuns. Herein lies the controversy. The Catholic Church contends that
the convent will. continue to be used for
"low-intensity religious use" that "will be
more compatible with the neighborhood
than other potential uses of the property.''
Many from the surrotmding neighborhoods,
however, do not agree.
The convent facility is an 80,000 square
foot building. The Diocese submits that the
external appearance would remain largely
unaltered, that the chapel would compose
20% of the facility, the pastoral offices
40%, and the Bishop's residential suite,

space for religious classes, lunch room and
storage another 40%. Included in its operations would be a staff of 60 full-time and 40
part-time employees and a 4-6 person staff
for the Southern Cross Newspaper.
The Diocese's effort to seek an amended
CUP has been approved by both the
Clairemont Mesa Planning Committee and
by the City Planning Department. In its
meetings with the neighborhoods adjacent
to and surrounding the convent site, the
Diocese has encountered both support and
opposition.
Just as the Diocese maintains that it will
be continuing a low-intensity religious use
at the convent facility, those who oppose the
project adamantly maintain that although
the Church is a religious organization, its
intended use for the project is not of a
strictly religious nature, but of a corporate

Cont'mued on page 5
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CONVENT CONTROVERSY .Continued
nature. They object to a 100 member staff
moving its headquarters and business operations to an R-1 zoned neighborhood.
The Diocese has acknowledged that the
Diocesan offices would create a mininum
of 490 additional auto trips per day into the
area, but those in opposition further contend
that this number could grow to as many as
1000 additional trips per day and would be
both "dangerous and incompatible" to the
neighborhood. Mike Jamieson, a neighbor
spokesperson, states that it is not just the

"additional car trips that are of concern, but
the kind of car travel that is of major concern.'' Mr. Jamieson contends that Paducah
is a quiet street, with children at play, and
that ''business traffic would be heavier,
coming and going in concentrated
amounts......potentially turning Paducah into
more of a business thoroughfare."
An unofficial neighborhood survey was
conducted among 100 property owners adjacent to the convent site: 79 .4% were against
the project on the basis that corporate head-

quarters do not belong in a neighborhood,
whether they be for a profit or nonprofit
organization: The neighbors against the
project have further stated that they have no
argument with the Church nor with those
neighbors who support the Church's position. One long-term Bay Ho resident states
that he simply objects to the relocation
because it is ''big business'', as the Bishop
is ''superintendent of all parochial school
systems, head of all Catholic orders and
churches in both San Diego and Imperial
counties, in reality an 80,000 square foot
office complex with day and night classes 7
days a week.'' He and those who agree with
him would like to see the parcel developed
as it is zoned, with up to 35 single family
residences on the site.
The Diocese has countered that there will
be no "significant impacts to the environment'', that parking for all diocese staff and
visitors will be accommodated on site and
that car travel will be at intermittent intervals. The Bishop's office has guaranteed
the community that, should it prevail in its
plan, the Bishop will maintain consistent
and organized communication with the surrounding neighborhoods. The Diocese and
those neighbors in support of the project
maintain that its "continued religious use"
will benefit the neighborhood more than
other development projects should the property not be developed as 35 residential
homes.
On January 7, the Diocese's request for an
amendment to the existing CUP came before the San Diego Planning Commission.
The request was denied by a 7: 1 vote.
Chairperson Zobell asked the Commission
a rhetorical question: if it were Allstate
Insurance or Southwestern Cable, would
the Commission be considering their request? The Commission also stated that in
order to approve the Diocese's request, the

Convent
Continued from page 5
declared that the project was the right idea
but at the wrong location.
The Diocese then took its case to the City
Commission would have to be able to assure
the neighborhood that the Diocese's operation would not impact the health, safety, or
character of the neighborhood. The Commission could not endorse that fmding and
Council to appeal' the Planning Commission decision. On Monday, March 1,
Councilmember Stallings moved for the
Council to hear the appeal because it concerns a "city-wide" issue that requires the
Council's "guidance". The Council voted
in favor and on Tuesday, March 30, at 2:00
p.m. in the City Council Chamber, both
sides of this issue will have their opportunity to testify in a public hearing before the
Council and the community.

Saturday, Marcht6, 1993
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AROUND THE
COUNTY
HOW TO REACH US
North Coast

820 S. Hill St., Oceanside 92054.

North County

220 W. 2nd Ave., Escondido 92025

East County

185 W. Madison Ave., El Cajon 92020

593-4949

South County

555 H. St., Chula Vista 91910

293-1754

722-1595
800-244-6397

City /Main office 350 Camino de la Reina, San Diego 92108 293-1211
CIRCULATION

800-533-8830

CLASSIFlm ADVERTISING 299-2121

Binational group
meeting at USD
(

San Diego
Students and faculty from 10
colleges and universities in San
Diego and Baja California gathered yesterday for the first of a
two-day conference on binational
communication.
An estimated 300 people will
attend the conference at the University of San Diego, the fourth
Binational Encounter of Schools
of Communication of the Califor- ·
nias. This year's theme is "Communicating Cultural Diversity:
The Binational Challenge."
The conference features the
. showing of student videos and
films, research exchanges between students and faculty, and
discussions about how culture influences radio, television, journalism and the arts on both sides of
the border.
·
Beth Dobkin, a USO Department of Communications professor and an organizer of the conference, said the two days allows
students and teachers to exchange ideas about the differences and similarities in communication in Mexico and the United
States.

North County: 800-338-6146

(

Adopt-a-park
program started
San Diego

(

In a continuing effo rt to develop new sour ces of funding for municipal prog ram s, the San Diego
City Council yest erda y crea ted a
pilot prog ram to allow priv ate
companies to adopt city park s or
spo/1sor park and recr eatio n programs.
Und er the prog ram , companies
will.be enco urag ed to dona te
mo!'ley, equi pme nt or serv ices to
hell? maintain or upgr ade parks,
or to enha nce prog ram s offered in
city, park s and recr eatio n cent ers.
I~ retu rn, the city will erec t
sign s acknowledging the assistan€e or take othe r mea sure s to
recognize the firms that take part .
1 he proposal calls for the city
to mon itor proposed sponsorships
· carefully to avoid conflicts of intere st.

.,
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Missed free throw
sums up USD year
By MARK ZEIGLER
Staff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO - All season,
USD coach Hank Egan could not
figure out how his team could make
so many free throws in practice and
miss so many
in games. All USF96
summer, he
think USD 93 (OT)
will
about it.
USD had a wonderful opportunity to upset host University of San
Francisco in the first round of the
West Coast Conference Tournament last night. Had the game in its
grasp. Had it won.
And lost, 96-93, in overtime.
Senior guard Geoff. Probst was
fouled with 18 seconds left in regulation and went to the line for two
shots with USD ahead, 82-81. ·
Made the first. Missed the second.
The Dons went to the other end,
and point guard Orlando Smart
dribbled through the Toreros for a

wee TOURNAMENT
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
■ San Francisco 96, USO 93 (OT)
■ Santa Clara 79, St. Mary's 68
■ Gonzaga 77, Portland 57
■ Pepperdine 80, Loyola Marymount 66

TODAY'S GAMES
■ Santa Clara vs. Gonzaga, 5:30 p.m.
■ Pepperdine vs. San Francisco, 7:30 p.m.

tying layup with ~ight seconds remaining. USD barely got the ball
across midcourt and did not attempt a shot before the regulation
buzzer, and we had overtime.
Until then, USD (13-14) had
managed to keep the 3,840 at War
Memorial Gymnasium relatively
quiet, but overtime was simply an
invitation to stand up and get loud.
See USO on Page C-7

"You can pin it on that one free
throw," said Egan, whose team lost
to USF for the third time this sea"but I think the last two minson,
Toreros fail to ice it,
utes of (regulation) we kind of stallthen lose to Dons in OT
ed out. It was great that we were
burning the clock, but you also have
to score some points. We were back
C-1
Continued from
on our heels instead of attacking
like the 38 minutes prior to that."
The game ran late, and the local
Swept under by wave after wave of
noise, the Toreros fell behind radio station that broadcasts USF
quickly and never recovered. The games switched to previously
Dons (19-11) made their free scheduled church programming
throws in the final minutes and ad- with about four minutes left. Most
vanced to tonight's semifinals listeners probably thought their
Dons were done for.
against Pepperdine.
After trailing by six in the first
"If you paid for this game," Egan
said, "you got your money's worth." half, USO led by six midway
USD swingman Joe Temple fin- through the second and by five with
ished with a career-high 30 points, 2½ minutes left. They had the ball
and forward Gylan Dottin closed his with an 80-76 lead and went into
USD career with 17, making him what looked like a delay game.
Except it wasn't. Egan never sigthe No. 7 scorer in school history.
Before Probst's most inoppor- naled for the delay offense from the
tune miss, the Toreros appeared to sideline.
The Dons average a league-leadhave solved their free-throwing
woes. Tuesday they sank a school-, ing 9.8 steals a game but had only
record 23-of-24 against Cal State - two in the first 36 minutes. In the
' Northridge. Last night they made final four minutes of regulation and
overtime, they had five, three by
the first 10.
"I thought it was in," said Probst, Smart.
Smart is known more for his
whose free-throw percentage dropped from .697 last.season to .647. passing and he enters tonight's
"It just hit the back rim and bounced game two assists shy of becoming
· out. That's sort of how my year's ,· the WCC's all-time leader (he's only
a junior). It was his scoring, howevbeen - in and out."

USD

er, that did the most damage last
night,.
"I knew I had to do what we
needed to win," Smart said. "I just
took what they gave me."
Smart finished with 25 points,
including six of USF' s final seven
points of regulation and four more
·in overtime.
Doug Harris usually covers the
speedy Smart, but early foul trouble forced Egan to try other options. A day after being the only
sophomore named to the all-conference team, Harris had probably his
worst game of the WCC season.
His line: 1-of-8 from the floor,
four points, four turnovers, four
fouls.
"I think the two early fouls got
. his head down a little," Egan said.
"He didn't execute as well as maybe
he could have."
USO (93, 12-14)

Hanis 1-8 3-5 6, Temple 10-18 9-10 30, Dottin 8-12 4-6
17, Barnhard 5-101-214, Grartt5-62-212, Meyerl-40-03,
Probst 1-2 5-6 8, Hiekman 1-1 1-2 3. Totals 30-61 25-33 93.
U. SAN FRANCISCO (96, 19-11)
Bennett 2-4 0-1 4, Smart 9-13 7-7 25, Walker 5-12 5-817,
Stephens 5-8 5-615, Washington 5-10 0-1 10, Brown 3-4
2-5 8. Brovelli 3-81-2 9, Thompson 2-8 2-2 8. Totals 34-85

22-3296.

Hafftime-USF 43, USO 42. Three-point goals-USO
8-18(Harris 1-8, Temple 1-4, Dottin 1-1, Bamhard3-3), USF
8-14 (Walker.2-3, Brove1ti 2-5, Thompson 2-5). ReboundsUSO 31 (Temple, Barnhard 6), USF 41 (Bennett, Stephens
8). As~USO 21 (Probst. Dottin 6), USF 12 (Smart 7).
Fouled out-Temple, Stephens. Total fouls-USO 26, USF
24. A-3,840.

Times- Arlvcca+-e...

3-7-;3
(

TIMES ADVOCATE

USFeliminates Toreros in OT
When Escondido High a 90-86 lead. He then made a
School alum Brooks Barnhard steal and fed Walker for a dunk·
hit a jumper with 2:31 left in that clinche_d the victory.
regulation, the fifth-seeded To- Pepperdlne 80,
reros had an 80-75 lead. They Loyola Marymot.Jot 66
led 82-78 with 1:16 to play but · Bryan Parker had 12 points
Staffand wire reports
· and eigh.t assists to help top~
couldn't hold on.
Facing an opener against the
Junior guard Orlando seeded Pepperdine over Loyola
host school, the University of Smart, who led fourth-seeded Marymount. The Waves (21-6,
San Diego figured to be elimi- USF with 25 points, hit two . 11-3) had seven players in dounated quickly from the West free throws with 1:10 left to ble figures. They raced to a
Coast Conference men's bas- close the gap to two points, and . 34-14 halftime lead behind Daketball tournament.
Barnhard lost the ball on the na Jones' nine points on 4-for~5
The Toreros did indeed lose next possession. Freshman floor · shooting and eight rein the first round, but they guard Gerald Walker then hit bo11nds. The Lions (7-20) did
didn't go quickly. USD pushed one of two after he was fouled not score their-first basket unthe University of San Francis- by USD guard Geoff Probst. · til. 7:16 into the game .. ·
co to overtime before losing
Probst was fouled with 18 Santa Clara 79,
seconds left but hit only his St. Mary's 68
96-93.
·
USD ends its season 13- 14: first attempt. That gave the
Mark Schmitz scored 2_3
an 83-81 lead, but also
It was 7-7 in regular-season Toreros
points to lead Santa Clara over
USF
conference play. The victory in gave
one more opportuni~ St. Mary's (U-l6). ·The victqry
front of 3,840 at Memorial ty. Smart made the moSt of it; was Santa Clara's 12th in its .
Gym, pushed USF (19-11, 8-6) scoring on a layup with nine
left and forcing over- . past 13 games at the USF's f'de~
into today's semifinals against seconds
morial. Gym, where the third.
t
Loyola Marymount.
11
)
une.
"I think we stalled out the seeded Broncos (16-11 wi
"We got an outstanding effort from everybody tonight," last two minutes of regula- face second-seeded Gonzaga in.
USD coach Hank Egan said. tion," Egan said. "We had to today's semifinal round.
"We don't have to hang our get something up and orga- · Gonzaga 77, Portland 57
· GeofT°Goss scored 24 points .
heads. USF played their butts nized, and we didn't do it. We
off, too. If you paid to watch were back on our heels, and we to lead Gonzaga over Portland
this game, you got your mon- were not attacking like we did (9-18,_ 3-.11) . . The Bulldogs
(19-8, 10-4) opened U:p an early
ey's worth, I am disappointed in the first 38 minutes."
Smart's 8-foot floater with · lead that reached 16 points at
about the outcome, but not
1:43 left in overtime gave USF ... ~9-13 at9:15 of the first half;
with our kids."

■ wee TOURNAMENT:

USD
doesn't go easily but they ·
ev~ntually fall to Dons in
first round

(
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Privacy Horrors,
Or The Downsides
Of Todais Gizmos
Mat Can You Do If You
Dial Wi·ong Fax Number?
Give Card Ove1· Cordless?
By PRISCILLA LISTER
San Diego Daily Transcript City Editor

Ir

I\....

(

A few weeks ago, the Transcript
received a facsimile detailing the
~.nances and investments of Dr.
_'hillip Rand, a widely known physician in bankruptcy. The fax was
addressed from the doctor's accountant to his attorney.
What to do? What can one do?
Not much.
It seems the wonders Qf technology also offer some horrors, but we
all knew that, right? It seems we'd
best not forget it.
"I know from experience there
are people who make attempts to
protect faxed information," offered
Bryant R. Gold, an attorney specializing in intellectual property
with Fitch, Even, Tabin & Flannery.
"Everybody now uses a disclaimer on their fax cover sheet - 'This
information intended for addressee
only' - but I've no idea whether
those are legally enforceable; I just
haven't had any experience in that.
"I've heard in talking to some
older partners in our firm that it
even happened with mailing correspondence - a secretary in a hurry
at the end of the day put it in the
rong envelope. Nobody can do
anything.
"Our firm has received misdirected correspondence, and it's our
policy to send it back. Most firms
would do that, though I don't think
the 're legally obligated."

Beth Givens, project dire_c tor of
the privacy center at USD's Center
for Public Interest Law, noted also
that many more firms are adding
that disclaimer. "A lot of good it
does," she quipped.
USD's center runs an information service on technology-related
privacy issues. Its hotline - 1800-773-7748 - is staffed with law
students who have a background
largely in telecommunication policy.
"The people calling are tired of
junk mail, they want to reduce or
stop telemarketing sales calls; we
also get a few calls about junk fax,"
said Givens. ''We get calls about
harassing phone calls - the heayY
breathers.
"Credit is a big topic - somebody else's credit records getting
mixed up with theirs. And we've
had a few people calling about cordless and cellular phones - that's
an area in which we're trying to
raise awareness. Californians are
really high users of those."

Newfangled Phones
Far too few people realize they
really don't have any privacy over
Please turn to Page 3A

Privacy Ho rro rs- ---- --Continued from Page 1A

(

those phones, Givens said.
"People order through the mail,
giving their credit card numbers
and expiration dates. We recommend they don't do that - there
are plenty of prying, snoopy ears
· out there looking for stray Mastercard numbers that can be sold on
the black market."
Cordless phones are particularly
easy to listen into via a radio scanner or even a baby monitor or
child's walkie-talkie within range
of a neighbor's cordless, said
Givens.
"There are relatively few frequencies allocated to cordless
phones," she explained. "In especially densely populated areas, a lot
of people may be sharing only 10
channels; one can pick up a cordless and hear somebody else's call."
Cellular phones aren't as easy to
eavesdrop on as cordless models,
"but anyone with an advanced radio scanner and electronics knowhow can pick up cellular conversations and listen to them point to
point as that person travels (changing channels as the car moves
along transmitters)," she said.
The USD privacy center publishes fact sheets on issues people
ask about. The fact sheets available now concern junk mail, telemarketing sales calls, credit reports, cordless and cellular phones,
harassing phone calls and general
privacy consumer issues.
The center is working on a fact
sheet about legal and illegal
wiretaps. "Some people have good
reason to be worried about wiretaps," Givens said.
It's illegal to listen in on cellular
phone conversations with a scanner, pointed out Dick Grannis,
treasurer of Qualcomm. But soon
enough, such an act will simply be
harder, he added.

Technology Advances
Qualcomm's code division multiple access (CDMA) technology is
one of two vying to be the next
digital standard in cellular communications. Time division multiple access (TDMA) is the competitor. Both systems convert current
analog signals to digital, increasing
quality and system capacity.
"Qualcomm's digital technology
will make it practically impossible
to eavesdrop on a cellular phone
call," Grannis said. "The eavesdropper would have to know the
particular code to be able to
decipher any one person's phone
call. It's practically impossible for

anyone to do that."
With current analog technology,
each caller is on an individual
cellular channel, any one of which
can be tuned in on a scanner that
zeroes in on that particular frequency. Under digital technology,
individual channels will not be
used, but a large number of people
will share a broad piece of air-wave
spectrum, with each individual call
assigned a code.
US West is testing Qualcomm's
CDMA in Seattle and will take it to
Denver and Minneapolis, while
Pac'i'el has ordered 30,000 CDMA
phones for Los Angeles.

"CDMA is no longer an R&D effort," declared Grannis. "It's now a
commercial business. It's not ifit's
going to happen, it's when." He estimated commercial deployment
will begin in late 1993 or early
1994.
Meanwhile, be advised that
what you say over your cordless or
cellular phone may be heard elsewhere. And what you dial over that
fax machine is what you get.
What did the Transcript do with
those details on the doctor's bankruptcy? We did the honorable thing
- we sent it on to the attorney and
we didn't even make a photocopy.
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City OKs Clairelllont site as diocese hub
By PAT FLYNN
Staff Writer

A former Benedictine convent in
a residential Clairemont neighborhood can be converted to a new
headquarters for the Roman Catholic Diocese of San Diego, the City
Council decided yesterday.
The 9-0 vote in support of the
diocese's plans came after a 90minute hearing before an overflow
crowd in the council chamber.
Homeowners who live near the
Paducah Drive facility urged the
council to reject the diocese's application for a permit to turn the
80,000-square-foot, three-story

building into · offices, meeting know who will be liable".if someone
rooms, classrooms and a residence is struck by a car.
for Bishop Robert H. Brom.
But Brom and other proponents
The conversion would "perma- insisted that the diocese would be a
nently change t~e character of. the good neighbor. In addition, Brom
neighborhood," said Susan Bern- said, allowing a continued religious
use of the 6.2-acre property would
stein.
preserve its park-like setting.
She said the diocese's estimate of
The council's action overturned
490 new car trips a day to and from
the
Planning Commission's 5-1
the facility would amount to one car
trip every one to two minutes dur- vote in January against the plan.
ing a workday.
Relocating the diocese's headDescribing the character of the quarters to the Clairemont site
neighborhood, Bernstein said that from the University of San Diego
"there are eight small children in campus will free space for use by
one small block - I would like to the university, officials noted.

THE NEW YORK TIMBS

INTERNATIONAL MONDAY,

MARCH 29, 1993

As States Cut Aid, Public Colleges
Work Harder for Private Money
By MARIA NEWMAN
As states reduce aid to higher educa- best of the college to show to prospection, public universities, especially tive donors.
And in perhaps the most telling step,
those in the Northeast, are having to
become more competitive in private many institutions, like the City Univerfund-raising, once largely the domain sity of New York system, are creating
of private universities like Yale, Stan- positions on their staffs for fund-raisford and Duke,
ing e~perts even as cuts in aid are
- The cuts have been so drastic that forcing many of them to lay off teachpublic colleges around the country are ers and cancel classes,
inventing new ways - or refining old
"This is the new world of higher
tricks - to raise money for basics like education and it's going to be the way it
faculty salaries, student financial aid is for the forseeable future," said H,
and library books, and to avoid fur ther Patrick Swygert, president of SUNYincreases in, tuition and student fees.
Albany, which recently began a $55
Some schools, like City College in million capital campaign, the first in
New York, are now putting together its 147-year history, "We've got to run
more comprehensive lists of their faster and work harder and smarter
alumni so they can track them down, not just to ,s tay even, but if we want to
like hungry private detectives, to so- move forward in even modest increlicit their donations,
ments, we're going to have to have
Others, like the State University of outside support"
New York at Albany, are producing
Michigan Foresaw Detroit
slick promotional videos praising the
At many public colleges, especially
those in the Midwest, private fundraising has as long a tradition as homecoming football games,
This has been the case for the University of Michiga~, even long before
state support began dwindling rapidly
in the 1970's and 1980's as the auto
Continued on Pag e AlO, Column 1

As States Reduce Aid, Public Colleges Expan d Role of Private Fund-Raising
Continued From Page I

industry declined. State financing has
diminished every year; Michigan now
provides only 12 percent of the university's total budget. Last year the university announced plans to raise $1
billion in private donations, the first of
the public colleges in the nation to try
to break the billion-dollar mark.
Some of the new money will be used
to avoid further tuition increases and
to provide more financial aid, said Walter Harrison, executive director for
university relations.
"If we want to attract the best students, we have to do this," he said. "We
will meet the financial aid of any Michigan student', and to do that has become
increasingly challenging."
And while many public colleges have
been soliciting private money for years
in small ways - for instance, engineering departments seeking their own
grant moooy toiendow a chair here or
pay for research there - raising large
amounts of cash has taken on a new

urgency for almost all public colleges,
especially those in the Northeast and
California, which are being victimized
by state budget crises.
At the State University of New York
and the City University of New York,
the country's second- and third-largest
public college systems after California 's, tuition has almost doubled in the
last two years to make up for steep
cuts in state financing.
SUNY has had to cut 5,000 of 26,000
faculty and staff positions since the
mid-1970's ..Last year alone, CUNY had
to reduce its faculty of 13,700 by almost
600. Student access to a higher education is threatened by tuition increases,
officials of both systems say, adding
that some students cannot finish in four
years because required courses fill up
or are not offered every year.
So severe have the cuts in public
financing been that one college official
in the SUNY system joked that signs on
campus would ha ve to be changed to
read, " The partially State University
of New York."

In California, which once prided itself on offering public college at highquality and low cost to every resident
who wanted it, higher education has
suffered greatly in the last two years
during the state 's gravest budget crisis
since the Depression.
The 321 ,900-student California State
University system has cut 5,000 class
sections since the last school year, reduced enrollm ent by 7,000 and raised
student fees 40 percent. About 2,200 of
its 38,000 employees, ma inly nontenured a nd pa rt-time facul ty me mbers,
were la id off, a nd for the first time,
four campuses said they would have to
limit admissions for the spring semester.
770 Classes Canceled

In turning to private fund-raising,
officials at the California State University at Long Beach began a campaign a
few months ago to find private donors
to unde rwrite 770 classes that had to be
canceled this school year, at $5,000 a
session.
So intens.e is the quest for private

financing that colleges within the same
system often find themselves competing for the same pot of money.
In 1985, Sylvia Fine Kaye, producer
and composer and the wife of Danny
Kaye, the actor, decided to donate $1
million to Hunter College, which she
had attended for a time, to renovate a
playhouse that was in disrepair. When
officials at Brooklyn College, where
she had graduated, heard about the
gift, they decided that they, too, would
ask her for a donation.
"It was endless," said Mack Goode,
Brooklyn 's vice president for advancement, recalling how much time and
energy he and _the college's president,
Robert L. Hess, had spent in trying to
persuade Mrs. Kaye, who died in 1991.
"It took three or four years, and Bob
Hess and I had every possible meal
with her - breakfast, lunch, tea and
dinner."
Eventually, their perseverance paid
off. In 1991, Mrs. Kaye gave $250,000 to
the school to establish the Sylvia Fine
Chair in Musical Theater.

Fund-raisers who work for either
private or public colleges find themselves crossing paths more often than
before. And while everyone admits that
the public colleges are years behind in
experience and finesse in the art of
raising money, they appear to be catching up.
According to a survey by the Council
for Aid to Education, based in New
York, public universities are attracting
a larger share of private aid than ever
before. In 1986, for the first time, corporations split their donations almost
evenly between private and public colleges. By 1988, public colleges were
ahead of private ones in winning corporate financing.
David Morgan, research director for
the Council, said that in money per
student, the private colleges still manage to raise far more. But the gap, he
said, is narrowing.
"They've got so much ground to
make up, but certainly the state-supported colleges have become more sophisticated, more aggressive over the
years so that in the aggregate, they're
capturing a larger share than they
used to," he said.
In 1991, he said, public colleges
raised about $1,000 a student in private
gifts, double what they had raised in
1972. During the same period, the money private colleges raised increased to
$4,000 a student, from $3,500.
Officials at public colleges in states
like New York, Connecticut Pennsylvania and New Jersey say there are two
challenges to overcome in their efforts
to raise money from private sources.
The first is that because the states
have had a tradition of handsomely
financing public education until just
recently, university officials say they
must work hard to convince donors
that those days are over.
Second, they said, most public col-·
lege graduates are the children of
working-class families, and pursued
careers in fields like teaching or social
work that do not yield the financial
wealth of other professions, at least not
compared with graduates of schools
like Princeton or Southern Methodist
University.
Officials at public universitfes nationwide say that if they don't become
better at the . game of private fundraising, they will fall farther behind in
the competition to attract the best faculty and the best students, losing to the
Harvards an( 1 e Stanfords, schools
rely on the whims of
that don't ha
_
state legislat

Practicing Safe Baseball: Play (RIF) Ball!

'A re these
new balls
·tru ly safe r
for kids ?
By DON NORCROSS

J

Staff Writer

i

'

ess Heald was no bonus baby.
Physics and lab coats and Bunsen burners were his diamond.
1 He would become an aerospace engineer. But he did play baseball.
"I could appreciate the subtlety
of how much the ball hurt when
you got hit," said Heald, 58, president of Worth, one of the nation's
leading manufactu rers of bats and
balls.

In the early '80s, Heald was trying to develop a more durable ball
when a study by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
crossed his desk. The commission
reported that more children 5-14
were killed playing baseball and
softball than in any other sports.
"I couldn't believe it," said
Heald. "More than football? More
than hockey?"
In 1990, the most recent year
for which figures are available, the
commission listed only three
deaths relating to baseball and
softball.
"A high percentage of the injuries were caused by being hit with
the ball," Heald said of the figures
from the early '80s. "More than
half."
Heald' s emphasis changed. Instead of a more durable ball, he
sought to invent a safer ball. The
result is the Worth Reduced Injury
Factor (RIF) baseball and softball.
The ball has been on the market
since 1985. Heald says studies
show the RIF ball reduces the risk
of head injury by more than 70 percent. Because it is made mostly of
Union-Tribune photos I NEl!VIN CEPEDA
polyurethane as opposed to tradiur
h
'd
1
u
·
tional synthetic yarn, the ball derrort presz entJess neald (above right) brought his RIF
compresses more on impact,
baseballs to USD for a demonstration earlier this month,
spreading the blow across a larger using a pitching machine, a dummy's head and a device
See Safe ball on Page D-6

. that measured the probability of a player suffering a
high-risk head injury. Studies show the ball reduces the risk
of head injury by more than 70 percent.

(

■

Safe ball
(

One study shows that kids suffer
less severe injuries using new ball
Continued from D-1

(

area. Worth stopped manufacturing traditional
yarn-wound balls in 1990.
Among Heald's supporters is ~odgers ~988 Cy
Young Award winner Orel Hershiser, a paid
. .
spokesman.
"I played with a traditional hardbal~ gro~g up, _but
we didn't have seatbelts back then, either, Hershiser
said. "I want my child to play with this ball because I
don't want to lose my child to death from one errant
throw or one bad hop."
The RIF ball has its detractors, too. Namely,
competitors.
Paul Bailin, product manager fo: Easton, says,,:•1
think their ball, for the large part, is very unsafe ..
Bailin says Easton produces a baseball that we!ghs
between 3½ and 4 ounces, while the RIF ball weighs 5
ounces.
"Anybody knows that force is directly related_ to the
mass of an object," Bailin said. "A larger mass with
higher weight is going to have grea~er force.".
Replied Heald: "I would agree a lighter ball is a
.
,
safety benefit."
But, said Heald, Little League doesn t pe~mit a ball
lighter than 5 ounces. The RIF ball, along with 20
others, has been OK'd by Little League. Each league
. may choose which ball it uses. .
Scott Smith, marketing services director for
Rawlings, said that "with the RIF ball we have seen
test results that imply it may be more harmful" than a
hardball.
"Spoken like a true competitor," Heald said, "(but)
there are specific studies that support our findings."

Study shows RIF ball safer
Last summer, Michigan State's Institute for the
Study of Youth Sports monitored injuries to players hit
by a ball in youth league baseball. For the study,
videotapes were made of 100 teams playing with the
RIF ball and 100 teams playing with the traditional
ball.
The study showed that 67 percent of the players
were hit by a ball at some time, Heald said. Nineteen
percent of those using the traditional ball suffered a
significant injury.
"A significant injury means they had to leave the
game," said Dr. Vern Seefeldt, who headed the study.
Five percent of the players using the RIF ball
· suffered similar injury, according to Heald.
"We found the players very resilient to being hit,"
Seefeldt said. "We feel, based upon our data - and
we're not endorsing any ball - that the
low-compression ball was safer.
"We feel the players hit by those balls seemed to
shake it off, stay in the game and seemed to have fewer
injuries as a result."
Heald brought his RIF balls to USD for a
demonstration earlier this month. Using a pitching
machine, a dummy's head and a device that measured
the probability of a player suffering a high-risk head
injury (severity index), Heald demonstrated the
following:
■ A major-league baseball registered 1,974 on the
severity index, meaningthere was a 75-percent chance
of serious head injury.

Acompetitor's ball approved by Little League
measured 2,997 on the severityindex, meaning there
was virtually a 100 percent chance of serious head
injury. Heald said the second ball showed a greater
chance of injury because it is made with an acrylic yarn
to last longer.
"That kind of opens your eyes," said USD baseball
coach John Cunningham.
■ The RIF ball measured 676 on the severity index,
meaning there was a 7-8 percent chance of a serious
head injury.
As part of the demonstration, USD sophomore
outfielder Brady Clark took batting practice, hitting
some traditional major-league balls and RIF collegiate
balls.
"I think there was a big difference," Clark said. "The
traditional baseball carried a lot farther. If you didn't
hit the (RIF) ball square, it tended to spin off the bat."
Clark hit two RIF balls over the fence in left field and
didn't hit any home runs with traditional baseballs.
"But the two balls I hit out were right down the line,"
Clark said. "They were inside pitches I turned on
pretty well."
The biggest difference between the traditional
baseball and the RIF ball is the sound it makes coming
off the bat. Instead of the familiar "ping" or "crack"
coming off an aluminum or wood bat, the ball makes a
deeper "thump" sound.
Because of the sound, Clark, who also fielded some
RIF balls, said it was difficult to tell how deep they
were hit. He also said he thought the ball was
"spongier" and bounced higher.
Clark and Cunningham said they didn't think there is
a need for the RIF ball at the collegiate level.
"When you get to high school, college and the pros,
the pitchers have more control and the players'
reaction time is better," said Clark. "As far as safety fo
younger kids, I think it's a great ball, especially
considering some of the fie°ids Little Leaguers play on.
I remember playing on some fields that were like cow
.
pastures."
Heald wasn't discouraged that Cunnmgham and
Clark said they didn't see a need for the RIF ball at the
collegiate level. According to Heald, 90 percent of the
people who participate in baseball ~nd softb~ll ~o so
below the high school level. Worth is targetmg its ball
for youth leagues.
But even at that level, Heald says the ball has been a
tough sell.
"It's what we refer to as tradition-bound resistance," .
Heald said. "It gets judged prematurely. Only after
experimenting with it and finding out that it doesn't
change the game - that it only makes it safer - are
people receptive."
Heald said the RIF ball accounted for 2 percent of
the youth baseball sales market in 1985. He said, that
figure is now between ~ 0 and 15 pe~cent. If ~IF s sales
are improving, competitors at Rawlmgs aren t
worried.
"Our baseball sales have gone up markedly in that
time" said Smith, the Rawlings spokesman. ''We
have~'t been affected at all by RIF balls."
Jim Lee, American Softball Association's South~rn
California commissioner, began using the RIF ball m
championship tournaments last year.
"The switch was economical," Lee said. "The ball is
as safe as any other. But economically, it lasts longer."
Molly Pascarella is a 9-year-old in the Rancho
Bernardo Girls Softball Association. After hitting and
playing catch with an RIF ball, Pascarella said, "It feels
easy to hit. It feels easy to catch."
She did have one complaint about the ball. After
picking it up and noticing grass stains, Pascarella said,
"It gets dirty easy, but I like it."

By All Normal Standards,
This Concert Was Impossible
Wave upon wave of serene vi?ionary experience ...
disciplined, polished chorus, capable of
performing the masterpieces of the choral
literature from several centuries, takes a
long time to build. Achieving the right mixture
of personnel, establishing and refining a characteristic sound, learning the formal
and expressive particularities of
the various styles - this is not
something that can be done in a
day, or a single season, or two.
One ought not, therefore, to expect too much
from San Diego Choral Artists, the vey idea of
which was first broached (by Bill Baumman, Dolores and R.K. Kelley, and Ron Gillis) only in
January 1991. The background of this chorus's
conductor, Ron Gillis, also does not persuade
one that he is precisely fhe sort of experienced,
serious musician such a group needs. He has indeed been director of music in churches in El Paso
and San Diego (First United Methodist in
La Mesa), but if we are thinking about Palestrin~, it is perhaps less encouraging to note that
he "qirected the 300-voice combined choirs of
the United Swiss Singing Societies of the Pacific
Coast in their 20th Pacific Coast Swiss Singing and ·
Yodeling Festival." A chorus so new, with a conductor so relatively untested (and maybe
frivolous), would seem unlikely to cope with the
technical demands, the musical subtleties, and
the peculiarly localized style of a program devoted to choral music (mainly unaccompanied)

A

from 20th-century England.
I say all this not to be unkind, but simply .because such reflections would naturally cross the
mind of any lover of choral music who had not
in fact heard San Diego Choral Artists perform.
But a good deal of traditional
choral music is about miraculous
events ("et resurrexit tertia die secundum scripturas''), and here in the appropriate ambience
ofUSD's Founders Hall Chapel-was
something that sounded very much
like a miracle. For, all conventional wisdom and prejudices to the contrary, this
chorus, now only in its second season, turns
out to be an exquisite, majestic instrument, with
flawless intonation, a sturdy, suave, thrilling tone,
and not a touch of rawness or uncertainty; artistic director Gillis turns out to be one of those rare
musicians:- like Robert Shaw, Robert Wagner,
or Felix de Nobel- born to draw the most bea utiful, shapely, moving, and dazzling music from
assemblages of choral singers; and the USD concert turned out to be just what was intimated by
its ti tle, "I Heard a Voice from Heaven."
Everything about this concert was heavenlyor, at the very least, exalted. The visual and acoustical charms of the hall made their contribution;
so did the graceful loveliness of the opening and
closing instrumental pieces, delectably performed
by harpist Donna Vaughan and flautist Alice Sil-

Ralph Vaugh'! Williams

San Diego Choral Artists: "I Heard a Voice from Heaven"
Conductor: Ron Gillis; soloists: Sylvia Montejano, Elisabeth Kotzakidou Pace,
Stephen Sturk, Philip Larson
Choral music of Vaughan Williams, Holst, and Howells ·
Founders Hall Chapel, University of San Diego

verberg; and so, of course, did
the choral music itself, all of
which was devoted to the praise
of divinity. Even conducted
with less grandeur and nuance,
and sung with less precision
and beauty, this program would
have constituted an important
event in San Diego's musical
life - for when have we had
the. chance to hear, one after
the other, Ralph Vaughan
Williams's Mass in G Minor,
Gustav Holst's Hymns from the
Rig Veda (third group), and the
Requiem by Herbert Howells?
These three branches of the
tonal, tradition-minded, Godand-humanity-centered British
school ("pastoral" is much too
ill-defined an epithet for it) offered fascinating dialectical
variants within a single musical
language; their cumulative effect, wave upon wave of serene
visionary experience, was
breathtakingly powerful. Gillis
may enjoy a romp with yodelers now and then (I now
actually feel a hunger to hear
him in lighter music as well),
but he knows this English
repertoire down to its heart and
so ul: the profound Vaughan
W:lliams Mass, the luminous
Rig Veda settings (magically
scored for women's voices with
harp accompaniment), the sad,
tender, resigned Howells Requiem - as well as a brief and
little known Nunc dimittis by
Holst, in a style recalling the
16th Century. Gillis's conducting at once differentiated the
styles (and the temperaments
behind them) and brought out
their affinities, their continuity of spiritual meaning.
Most impressive (and a sure
sign of how extremely talented
a choral conductor he is) was
his ability to shape details with
the finest delicacy while at the
same time carrying his singers
along to a firm and dynamic
shaping of the works' larger

musical structures - and all
the while maintaining the perfect balance between dogmatic
statement and personal feeling
that characterizes the choral
music of these composers. Adthe
neither
mittedly,
con.d uctor's passion and intelligence nor the chorus's
brilliance could quite disguise
the somewhat tentative character of the Howells Requiem,
which is strong in emotional
atmosphere (it was composed
in memory of the composer's
young son) but not notably inventive in its setting of the
liturgical texts. Howells's
slightly later Hymnus Paradisi,
which I have heard in· a
recorded performance conducted by David Willcocks,
reworks much of the same material more effectively.
But it should be said that
Willcocks and King's College
Choir are in no way superior,
in their understanding of modern English choral music or in
the sounds they produce, to
Gillis and San Diego Choral
Artists; the contrary, rather. ■

CLASSICAL
LISTINGS
Contributions to the Reader's Guide
to Classical Music must be.received
by mail no later than the Friday
preceding the Thursday issue for
publication. Send complete
information to Reader Classical
Music, P.O. Box 85803, San Diego
CA 92186-5803.
Hear the Sounds of Scarlatti,

Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, Joplin,
and Gershwin when pianist Neil
Miller performs at the San Die.go
Muse um of Art on Friday, March 26,
from 2 to 4 p.m. The recital is free
with museum admission. Find the
museum in Balboa Park. For more
information, call 232-7931.
Music from Eastern Europe for
cello and piano will be performed by
the Stauffer Duo on Friday,
March 26, at 7 p.m., in Smith Hall
on the SDSU campus. The program
includes Pohtidka by Janacek;
Prokofiev ' s Sonata in C Major;
"G rave" by Lutoslawski; and
Chopi n's Sonata in G Minor. The
recital is free.

Traditional Appalachian folk music,
including sung ballads and dance
tunes played on the hammered dulcimer, may be heard when Curtis
Bouterse appears in SDSU's Smith
Hall on Saturday, March 27, at 7 p.m.
Bouterse will also play the Applachian dulcimer, the fretless banjo,
jew's harp, and other assorted traditional rural American instruments.
This concert is free.
Marian Liebowitz will perform
clarinet works by. Hindemith,
Stravinsky, and Rochberg in Smith
Recital Hall on Wednesday,
March 31, at noon. Liebowitz will be
accompanied by John Lorge and
Cynthia Darby. Free.
Collette Rockley's senio,' recital,
on Thursday, March 1, at 7 p.m., features the SDSU Saxophone Quartet
and the SDSU Wind Symphony, in
Smith Recital Hall. Free.
For more information on any of
these concerts, dial 594-6060.
The North Coast Symphony Orchestra w·ill p~rform on Friday,
March 26, at 7:30 p.m., in the MiraCosta College Theatre, One l\arnard
Drive, Oceanside. The program will
include Mozart's French horn Concerto No. 4; Beethoven's Symphony
No. 1; and works by Schubert and
Rimsky-Korsakov. The pro'gram will
repeat on Sunday, March 28, at
2 p.m., in the Carlsbad Cul.tural Arts
Center, 3557 Monroe Street, Carlsbad. Tickets are $7 general .admission, $5 seniors and students. For
.more information, call 757-2121
x485.
"An Evening of Chamber Music" is
planned by the Grossmont College
Music Department on Friday,
March 26, at 8 p.m., featuring a trio
composed of pianist Mary Barranger,
violinist Howard Horowitz; and bass
violinist Michael Wais. Selections include songs from Gershwin's Porgy
and Bess, Schubert's Arpeggione
Sonata, and Grand Duo Concertante
by Bottesini. Hear it all in the Fine
Arts Auditorium (room 220), on the
Grossmont College campus, 8800
Grossmont College Drive, El Cajon.
Tickets are $5 and $3. Call 465-1700
x254 for additional details.
Music from the Court of Spain and
England are on the program for a
recital entitled "Music of the Age of
Exploration" presen ted by the San
Diego Recorder Society on Saturday,
March 27, from I :30 to 3 p.m. at the
Cabrillo Monument Visitor's Center, (found at the end of Cabrillo
Memorial Drive). Music of the indigenous peoples of th'e area will also

DANCE CLASSES

be played. Participation is free,
there is a parking fee at the m<
ment. For additional informat
call 222-4666.
@bold:A Piano Recital by Scott I
may be heard on Saturday, Marci
at 3:30 p.m., in the third floor a
torium at the San Diego Publi,
brary, 820 E Street, downtown.
program will include Scarlatti, (
land, and Boleom. Free. For mor
formation, call 236-5800.
The Wesvobenki Classical Gt
Qnartet, playing Romantic pt
works, are on tap at the B,
Worlde Galeria on Satur
March 27, at 4 p.m. On Wedne,
March 31, at 8 p.m., Jorg Kraus,
Klaus lark.le perform classical g
mu~ic at the Galeria. Admission
for either event. Find the Gale,
4010 Goldfinch Street, Mission 1
· 260-8007.
A Friendship Duet for Bari
and Tenor is one of the highligl
George Bizet's The Pearl Fishers.
sented by the San Diego Ope,
Saturday, March 27 and on Tue
March 30, at 7 p.m . each eve,
(Performances continue on Ap
· 4, and 7.) The opera will be su•
French with English supertitle,
performances are at the Civic
atre, 202 C Street, downtown
ticket prices and further inform,
call 236-6510.
Works by Palestrina ·and
sJchetti as well as folk songs and
ituals are on the agenda whe,
North Coast Concert Choral e
Spartan Chamber Chorale perf
Saturday, March 27, at 7:30 p.n
the MiraCosta College Theatre,
Barnard Drive, Oceanside.
chorales will also present a previ,
their upcoming Baltic states t
General admission is $7, stuc
and .seniors $5. For more detail,
757-2121 x485.
Choral Music of the Classic A
sung by the Palomar.Choral,
rected by David Chase, on Satu
March 27, at 8 p.m., and on SUJ
March 28, at 2 p.m., in the Ho
Brubeck Theatre, Palomar Col
1140 West Mission Road, San M
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
Bach will be hilighted. Tickets a
general admission, $5 senior,
students. Call 744-0136 or 744x2453 for further information.
Organ Concert, hear civic org
Robert Plimpton in a perforrr
of music by Whitlock, Lubeck,
ber, Widor and others in the ne
stallment of weekly free conce
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All U.S. attorneys told to quit
One hint s atte mpt
to thw art his probe
of Ros tenk ows ki
By DAVID JOHNS TON

New York Times News Service

Attorn ey
WASHING TON ay deyesterd
Reno
Janet
l
Genera
manded the prompt resignation of
all U.S. attorneys, leading the federal prosecutor in the District of
Columbia to suggest that the order
could be tied to his long-running
investigation of Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, a crucial ally of President
Clinton.
The prosecutor, Jay B. Stephens,
the U.S. attorney for the District of
Columbia, who is a Bush administration holdover, said he had told
the Justice Department that he was
within 30 days of making a "critical
decision" in the Rostenkowski case
when Reno directed him and other
U.S. attorneys to submit their resignations, effective in a matter of
days.
While prosecutors are routinely
replaced after a change in administration, Reno's order accelerated
what had been expected to be a
leisurely changeover.
At a news conference yesterday
only hours after one held ·by Reno,
Stephens said he would not resist
the attorney general's move to
force him out of office, and he held
back from directly accusing her of
interfering with the Rostenkowski
inquiry.
But Stephens left the strong impression that Reno's actions might
disrupt the investigation as he
moved toward a decision on whether to seek charges against Rostenkowski, an Illinois Democrat who is
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee.

Rostenkowski has repeatedly denied wrongdoing, and he has not
been accused of any impropriety.
But if he were indicted he would be
forced by House rules to relinquish
his chairmanship, and some lawmakers have said this could seriously jeopardize Clinton's efforts to
steer his economic and health-care
proposals through Congress.
Rostenkowski has been under
scrutiny since last vear, when his
office records were subpoenaed in
an inquiry into whether someone in
his office used his expense account
to fraudulently obtain cash from the
House Post Office. Since then,
some of his aides
have testified to
a grand jury, and
inves tigato rs
have examined
his use of campaign funds.
In announcing
her order at her
first news con- Jay
ference as attorney general, Re- Stephens
no denied any
connection between her action and
the Rostenkowski case. She insisted that Stephe ns had been
treated like other U.S. attorneys
and ''.is not being singled out."
William Braniff, U.S. attorney for
San Diego and Imperial counties,
said he will write his resignation
letter to Clinton as soon as he
learns more details about Reno's
request.
"I don't exactly know what the
term~ are," Braniff said yesterday.
Braniff, 51, a career prosecutor,
was appointed interim U.S. attorney in September 1988, succeeding
Peter Nunez, and was formally appointed to the office by President
Bush on Aug. 1, 1989.

"It's been a great job," Braniff
said. "I've enjoyed every minute of
it, and I'm grateful for the opportunity to be U.S. attorney for 4½
years, as well as the opportunity to
have been an attorney for the U.S.
govern ment for the past 22½
years."
A search committee is to recommend candidates for Braniff's successor to U.S. Sen. Barbara Boxer,
D-Calif., who will recommend a
nominee to the president.
Sister Sally Furay, academic vice
president and provost of the University of San Diego and the head of
the eight-member search committee, said the panel has received
applications from several candidates and will recommend names to
Boxer by the end of next month.
She declined to confirm applicant
names.
However, the applicants are said
to include Maria Arroyo-Tabin,
chief of the criminal division of the
San Diego U.S. Attorney's Office;
Assistant U.S. Attorney Gregory A.
Vega; private attorneys Pamela J.
Naughton and Charles S. Crandall;
and Alan D. Bersin, a Los Angeles
lawyer currently on sabbatical as a
practitioner-in-residence at the
USO School of Law.
All 93 U.S. attorneys knew they
would be asked to step down, because all are Republican holdovers,
and 16 have resigned so far. But the
process generally takes much longer and had been carried out in the
past without the involvement of the
attorney general.
U.S. attorneys are appointed to
serve four-year terms at the pleasure of the president.
Staff writer Philip J . La Velie
contribu ted to this story.
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OCK AVERAGES
close
low
3438.08 3461.86
1527.57 1551.14
239.36
238.04
1265.86 1277.73

change
-1.62
+20.15
-0.25
+4.73

Local Scene
The San Diego Stock Exchange dropped below 300 for the
first time this year, losing 0.60 percent to 298.046 yesterday. Thirtyone issues lost, 18 gained and 91
remained unchanged. Wilshire
Technologies led the gainers, up
62.5 cents to $14. GTI Corp. led the
losers, down $1 to $22.75. The
SDSE is on Page 14A.
Eli Lilly/lvac's expansion plans
for Campus Point were approved
by the San Diego City Council.
Story on Page lB.

Ron Roberts' proposal to build
a new central library in SDG&E's
old Station B on Broadway comes
before the City Council's Public Facilities and Recreation Committee
today. SDG&E still uses the 1911
building to generate steam for a
few big downtown customers. But
given its limited usefulness as an
electrical generator, the utility has
offered to donate .it to the city. Said
Roberts, "I have toured the building and believe it has the potential
to serve as a magnificent library of
which this city will long be proud."

U Cj J> ~

The Califomia Assn. of Black
Lawyers meets here next month ...
Associate Justice Harry Blackmun
comes to USD ... The National Lawyer s Guild meets at Western
State... And supervisors approve
beefed-up security at county courthouses. Law Briefs is on Page 4A.

• • •
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Black Lawyers To Meet In San Diego
The California Association of Black Lawyers
(CABL) holds its 16th annual convention in San Diego
April 22-25 at the Doubletree Hotel downtown.
Association President Belinda Stith, an attorney
with the Los Angeles School District, said she expects
between 150 and 200 lawyers from throughout the
state to attend. CABL has eight bar association affiliates, including the Earl B. Gilliam Bar Associa-

Law Briefs
by Martin Kruming

• • •
Law Schools: USD: Associate Justice Harry
Blackmun of the U.S. Supreme Court will give the
ninth lecture in the Nathaniel Nathanson Memorial
Lecture Series on April 7 at 5:30 p.m. in Shiley
Theatre . .

tion in San Diego.

•

USD: USD presents a forum Saturday on "Race,
Ethnicity, Culture, Gender & Criminal Accused" beginning at 9 a.m.
Criminal defense attorney Alex Landon will moderate and Dr. Samuel Roll of the University of New
Mexico will give a luncheon address.
Panelists during the 9 a.m. discussion, "Attorney/
Client Relationships," include Sylvia Baiz of Federal
Defenders, criminal defense attorneys John Cotsirilos and Patricia Robinson, attorney Margie

(

The convention gets under way Thursday, April 22,
with a seminar on substance abuse, a board meeting
and a reception hosted by the Gilliam Bar. On Friday
there are a number of panel discussions and the president's reception from 7 to 9 p.m.
In addition to the general meeting, elections and
panel discussions on Saturday, that evening will be
the Installation and Awards Banquet. An appointee
in the Clinton administration is expected to be the
keynote speaker.
"The convention is open to any lawyer who wants to
attend and get MC.L E (Minimum Continuing Legal
Education) credit," said Stith, who will be succeeded
as president by San Jose attorney Rodney Moore.
Among the panel topics are sports and entertainment law; gang violence andjuvenilejustice; race and
gender bias in the courts; ethics; and getting and
keeping clients with Beverly Hills lawyer Jay
Foonberg and Irwin Evans.
There will also be a civil rights litigation update on
police abuse cases featuring R1Jdney King's attorney,
Milton Grimes.

•

Woods and USD Associate Law Professor Jean
Montoya.
Call Laura Berend at 260-4600, ext. 4394, for
details.

•
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Neil Mor gan

In S.D., white Catholics are a minority, too
Valley. Another recent and importan t addition
to any library of San Diego history: Pliny Casbemonths off to learn Spanish
tanien' s story of the past century ~t the Police
fore he settled here from MinDepartm ent, "To Protect and Serve."
neapolis to head the Roman
has
he
and
diocese,
Catholic
Preaching the San Diego gospel:
used Spanish widely in his minisWilson F. Clark of Mission Beach, who will be
try, conducting Masses even in
,
100 this weekend , came to San Diego before
migrant worker camps. Now
'
World War II and began selling wholesale hardhe's h-6sting dialogues with the Catholic hierarware out of his car trunk in competition with old
Mexicali.
and
Tijuana
in
chies
Western Metal. He graduate d into a warehous e
A current census of his diocese mirrors the
Fifth and Land was wise enough to buy lots of
at
coming
is
days
these
growth
California story:
San Diego real estate. George Sterling recalls:
through immigration. Three years ago the
than
fewer
slightly
"I came to San Diego after that war and was only
church census showed
500,000 Catholics in the 99 parishes of San Die- making $300 a month. I told Wilson I was going
back to L.A. He sat me down and told me this
go and Imperial counties. Now the number is
city was going to grow, and persuade d me to
past 600,000. Black and brown Catholics make
stay." ... The marathon remodelings of the Old
up "well over half' of that number, Bishop Brom
"These
minority.
a
are
Globe Theatre compound are almost ending.
Catholics
says, and white
The stunning new entryway to the theater mall
numbers represen t the church now througho ut
be ready about the time of Shakespe are's
should
says.
the world," he
But among San Diego Catholics, as in its pub- . birthday, Bill Eaton says, with a formal opening
on April 24. (Meanwhile, Jack O'Brien's produclic schools, Hispanics are not the most rapidly
tion of Ibsen's "Ghosts" is vivid and compelling,
increasin g ethnic group, however. Filipinos,
its dialogue enhanced by contempo rary editing.)
Vietname se, Hmongs and other Asians are.
Scouting llfe along the border:
Don't be so down about San Diego!
Among all the curious landmarks along La LiThe 1993 edition of the Thomas Guide for
nea, our Baja border, consider the MG IndusSan Diego County has a bullish imprint on its
tries liquefied-gas tower just south of the fence
cover: 517 NEW STREET S THIS YEAR! ...
near the Otay gate. It might be a firefighte rs'
On the other hand, Mary and Walter Smyk, who
training tower, or possibly a gun tower along
developed two of this city's most startlingl y upscale meccas (the Meridian condos and the Pala- the old Iron Curtain. Instead, it services a pipeline that crosses the border northwar d, under. dion shopping center across Front Street), have
g
Presumin
re.
Hampshi
ground and out of sight, near Via de la Amistad,
New
in
home
a
bought
where Mexican gas disappear s into U.S. tanker
that there's not another brass ring to catch at
trucks, untrouble d by customs agents.
this moment on this coast, they expect to spend
a majority of each year in New England .... If
Now this depot has tight security:
you need an auspicious corner for your next reThat quaint little wooden frame depot on
search project, head for the Otay Mesa border
of
on
intersecti
Railroad Street in National City served for some
gate. You can still buy a lot at the
ric years of revival as a good restau....
Drive
atmosphe
Fermi
Enrico
and
Drive
Marconi
rant called The Depot. It was brightene d by
Mayor Maura Wiegand of Encinitas, who has
memorabilia of its unlikely months in 1886
her Ph.D. in Latin American literature , has
when it served as the western terminus of a
written a book on a closer love: San Dieguito
Bishop Robert Brom took

Santa Fe Railroad transcont inental line. (The
tracks washed out near Temecul a and were never rebuilt.) Prowling the harbor front the other
day, I saw The Depot with a fresh coat of paintand a sign: NATIONAL PROJECTS INC. No
one there at the time wanted to tell me what National Projects does. But when Dan Wilkens of
the port set out to help me, he came up grinning.
''We ought to know them," he said. "They're a
subsidiar y of Morrison Knudsen. The port hired
them to install the new security system at Lindbergh Field. No wonder they didn't want to talk
to you. They're past their completion schedule
at Lindberg h and over budget."

Humor stlll thrives In high places
Jaime Serra Puche, the Mexican secretary of
commerc e and industry, proved himself an agile
and witty salesman for NAFTA as he hurried
about San Diego. He drew smiles as he talked
about changing perceptio ns along this border.
''We used to hear about poor Mexico," he said.
"Poor Mexico, so far from God and so close to
the United States. But in Israel, a friend tells me
now, they've turned that old say{ng around. They say, 'So close to God, so far from the United States.' "(But, "There has been a transformation of perceptio ns in Mexico," Jaime Serra
concluded . "Mexico finally has decided to be
partners and neighbor s and friends with the
United States.\')
And it is Msgr. Joe Carroll, the saint of the
San Diego homeless , who told (with his imperturbable kindliness) how ecumenical an effort
has gone into St. Vincent de Paul Village. "The
Catholics are great at getting somethin g like
this going," he told a group of friends the other
day. ''You can count on the Mormons to send in a
lot of wonderful volunteers. The Jews can be
quite generous with funding. The Protestan ts?
Well, you have to make sure they don't sit back
waiting to see who's going to get the credit."
NEIL MORGAN 's column appears on Sunday,
Tuesday and Thursday.

(
\
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jCAREERS IN HEALTHj
'

RNs: GROWING DEMAND FOR BACHELO-R' S DEGREE
Bv Sheryl Silver

ons idering a career in nursing?
Wondering if .demand for your skills will
still be strong by the time you complete
your education?
Despite increased nursing school enrollments in recent years and a current easing
of hospital vacancy rates for registered
nurses (RNs), numerous studies indicate
the demand for RNs will continue to exceed
the supply well past the year 2000.
According to Janet Rodgers, PhD, RN,
FAAN, . President of the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN),
"This year's and other recent enrollment
increases still lag behind the levels needed
to alleviate the current nursing shortage
which is projected to continue into the 21st
century,,,,The nation's supply of registered
nurses is still outstripped ,by surging
demand from an increasing aging population, rapid expansion of long-term care,
wider use of outpatient services, mounting
needs for community-based primary care,
and other health care conditions."
Surfacing in projected estimates for
nursing personnel is a growing demand for
baccalaureate (BSN) prepared nurses.
AACN spokesman Dan Mezibov notes that
the 7th report to Congress on Health Care
Personnel, published in 1990 by the U.S.

C

Department of Health and Human Servic s,
predicted that by the year 2000, there will
be a shortage of 428,000 baccalaureate
prepared nurses and a surplus of {56,000
nurses with two year associate degrees.
AACN also reported in its Decem er
1992 "Nursing Fact Sheet," that nur e
executives in the nation's hospitals c1re
already expressing a desire for the majo~ity
of staff nurses to be prepared at the baccalaureate leveL
As to the reasons for the increasirg
demand for RNs with bachelor's degrees,
Or, Peri Rosenfeld, vice president of the
division of research of the National League
for Nursing (NLN) says, "There's a growing
demand for nurses to take on greater
responsibility for case management and
assume much of the autonomous decisionmaking handled by physicians in the past.
The four year baccalaureate prograrps
place a heavy emphasis on critical thinking
and autonomous decisionmaking skills."
Releasing patients sooner from hospitals, a trend that has fueled dramatic
growth in the demand for community and
home health services, is also contributing to
the need for BSN-degreed nurses.
"The baccalaureate curriculum includes
a stronger emphasis on community and
public health nursing than two and three
year programs do, and in fact, includes first

hand experience working in
this conte xt," explains
Carolyn d'Avis, Coordinator of
Baccalaureate Programs for
of
University
Catholic
America's School of Nursing.
Projected increases in
demand for the skills of nurse
THE NEED FOR MORE NURSE EDUCATORS AND COMMUN.ITY HEALTH NURSES IS
practitioners, clinical nurse
CONTRIBUTING TO TH E DEMAND FOR BACCALAUREATE PREPARED NURSES.
specialists, nurse educators,
all career paths which require
ting this message. According to AACN, 67
a minimum. of a master's degree, are
percent of registered nurses held a hospital
how
of
estimates
adding further to the
as their highest educational crediploma
many baccalaureate prepared nurses will
in 1977, while 18 percent held the
dential
be needed by the turn of the century.
bachelor degree and 11 percent an associNursing education experts say it's cerate degree. By 1988, a diploma was the
tainly still possible to sit for the RN licensing
highest credential for only 40 percent of
or
two
a
exam and get a job by completing
RNs, but the number with bachelor degrees
three year training program. They contend,
climbed to 27 percent. Many who
had
however, that a minimum of a bachelor
their BSN degrees during this
obtained
degree is increasingly seen as a requireperiod were employed RNs who returned to
ment for career advancement.
school to complete their degrees.
"It's not critical to have the bachelor
Another notable change, according to
degree if your primary goal is to provide
is the continued movement into
AACN,
patient care exclusively in a hospital setnursing of second career adults and degree
avoid
to
want
you
"If
ting," says Rosenfeld.
holders from other fields. Schools are
limiting your career options in the future,
responding to this trend by increasing the
however, the bachelor 's degree is an
number of programs available which enable
important prerequisite."
students to transfer existing educathese
A breakdown of nursing diplomas over
credentials and achieve their goals as
tional
of
lot
a
that
the last fifteen years suggests
quickly as possible. +
new students and practicing RNs are get-
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Idiosyncratic.efforts: Clayton Bailey's pseudo-museum
contains a ceramic creature, a gigantic skull (left) and
a nonsensical machine (right), while Peter J)reher
creates incrementally different variations on one subject
(center) in his paintings.

Minor artists are not without virtue
By ROBERT L. PINCUS
Art Critic

Minor art isn't necessarily poor
art. It can be inventive, visually
pleasurable and absorbing.
The best minor art seems to declare it is minor, like German artist
Peter Dreher's attractive and perplexing paintings at Quint Krichman Projects in La Jolla, "Tag um
T:ie ist Guter Tag (Every Day a
Day)" and Clayton Bailey's
(
-...~.__ _ installation of ceramics and
props at USD's Founders' Gallery,
"The Amazing Dr. Gladstone's Kaolithic Wonders of the World Museum."
Each of these artists, in vastly

ART REVIEW
"Tag um Tag ist Guter Tag (Every Day
a Good Day)," paintings by Peter
Dreher

Quint Krichman Projects, 7447
Girard Ave., La]olla. Through
April 10. Free. 454-3409.
different ways, seems to find inspiration and exhilaration in a release
from the pressures of being original
in any profound sense.
For nearly 20 years, Dreher has
been painting pictures that are remarkably similar to each other. At
first glance, in fact, they look identical.

ART REVIEW
"The Amazing Dr. Gladstone's
Kaolithic Wonders of the World
Museum," an installation by Clayton
Bailey

Founders' Gallery, Founders' Hall,
University of San Diego. Through
March 30. Free. 260-4600.
There are 73 of them on view at
the Quint Krichman Projects in La
Jolla, and it isn't surprising to hear
that some viewers dash through the
gallery, assuming that they are seeing one picture redone - again and
again. -

(con-fcl)

Nearly two decades ago, Bay
Area artist Clayton Bailey created a
group of objects that cohere as a
cross between a vintage circus display of curiosities, a bogus natural
history museum and a laboratory.
The clay objects, impeccably
crafted, depict bogus creatures and
equally counterfeit machines for
fossil detecting.

World in a glass -

(

Bailey's "museum" is rollicking
fun, while Dreher' s art is intriguing
by virtue of its obsessive focus on
incrementally different variations
on a repeated theme .
. Every on~ of Dreher's paintings
pictures an identical drinking glass
simple in design. The background i~
divided into two areas of color along
a horizontal line, connoting a table
and a wall.
The world in the glass changes
- not dramatically, but incremen!ally. A viewer can decipher shifts
m the amount and quality of illuminati?n, the changing image of and in
a wmdow, and the play of light on
and in the glass itself.
,
They vary a touch more dramatic~lly wh~n he changes from day to
- mght. Like so many of the artists
that Quint Krichman Projects exhibits, Dreher has produced work
here during a residency; six of his
glass paintings made locally are in
the show, and they are infused with
light in ways measurably different
fro!Il the vast majority of them,
which were created in his studio. ·
Perhaps Dreher suffers from 'a
lack of ideas. If so, he has turned his
liability into something of an asset.
His art is absorbing, if you are in
the mood for attentive looking. It is
~lso . something of a philosophical
mqmry, addressing issues about the
relationship between the craft of
painting and our standards for determining the significance of a
painter.
People frequently ooh and aah at
t~e detail in museum-quality still
lifes: the sheer sensuousness with
which Chardin rendered fruit, or
the amount of detail 19th century
American William Harnett conveyed about, say, a bugle or a violin.
And in the process, they are marvelling at the command of craft
these artists display.

Ingenious spoof
There's a one-eyed, two-horned
creature in Bailey's installation at
USD. The bones of Bigfoot rest in a
case lined with purple velvet. And'
to prove that the artist is simply
functioning as the front man for Dr.
Gladstone, there's a page from The
Unnatural Enquirer displayed on
the wall, and its lead headline reads:
"Dr. Gladstone Exposes Truth to
Disbeliever."
. Th~ entire installation is one big,
mgemous spoof. Bailey isn't even
trying to fool us, even for a moment. It's obvious that his crea. tures and their bones are made of
clay.
It's not surprising that the artist
is from the Bay Area and that this
project dates from 1975. The Funk
Art movement, which gave rise to:
_tec~nically a~roit, wisecracking ceramics, had its heyday in the '60s:1
and '70s. The late Robert Arneson
and David Gilhooly, also expert ce-,
ramicists, are better known ambassadors of Funk, but Bailey reminds
us he made own contribution to that
sensibility.

Artists associated with Funk
were - and are - minor. The
underlying message of their work
is: Don't take art too seriously.
There's room for jokers in galleries
and museums too, their work asserts, particularly if the creations
are beautifully made.
Bailey fits "tiiis profile of the Funk
artist to the letter. His creatures
are expertly crafted. So are his machines. But the entire "museum" is
a grab-bag burlesque of subjects
t~at ?re ridiculous to begin with,
like circus oddities, and serious, as
when he evokes archaeological artifacts.
"The Amazing Dr. Gladstone's
Kaolithic Wonders of the World .
Museum" is a sustained series of
visual and verbal gags, which
doesn't mean it isn't art. Bailey is
one of those inspired fools in the
sweeping drama of 20th century art
history, a minor character whose
actions provide a foil for the more
central plots enacted by its principal players. _
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DEPRESSION
STORIES BY SHARON F. GRIFFIN
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On a cloudy afternoon, at ~n hour
when most teenagers are nearing the
· end of a school day, a
tall;girl with an im. .fagsive fac~ i::~sted
. on a stretcher in the
1 county's mental
: health facility for
children and adolescents.
The dark-haired
girl lay stiff and silent
while staff members
prepared to figure
out what anguish and
emotional stress
prompted her emergency visit.
And though she didn't say so, it appeared that the
teen-ager' s best and most trusted friend was the
large, white teddy bear that she pressed tightly
against her body.
Sometimes, growing up can be too challenging.
The majority of teen-agers navigate the passage of
adolescence without mental health problems, said Dr.
Mark 'chenven, medical director of county Mental
Health's child and adolescent programs.
Still, an estimated 10 percent face a range of mild to
severe emotional and coriduct disorders, such as depression, anxiety, obsessive-compulsive disease, appetite
disorders (anorexia and bulimia) and aggression.
More specifically, the American Academy of Pedi-

See Depression on Page F-4
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Depression
Psychiatrist says open dialogue
best way to keep teens healthy
Continued from F-3

atrics (AAP) and American Medical Association cite
these figures:
■ Mental disorders affect 634,000 adolescents nationwide and account for 32 percent of disabilities
among 10- to 18-year-olds.
■ Over the past 20 years, the suicide rate tripled
among 10- to 14-year-olds and doubled among 15- to
19-year-olds.
■ Abuse and neglect among adolescents increased
74 percent during the past decade, and adolescents experience more abuse and neglect than younger children do. The consequences can include depression, insomnia and other psychological difficulties that might
extend into adulthood if not treated.

Be there for teens
Dr. Martin Glasser, a child and adolescent psychiatrist at Children's Hospital and a member of AAP, said
some adolescents might require individual counseling,
family counseling or even medication to bring them out
of a clinical depression.
~ut in most cases parents just need some general
guidance.
"The best way of keeping teen-agers healthy is to
keep up a dialogue, to be alert to what's going on,"
Glasser said.
Parents who continue to communicate, even though
they're discouraged by the teen-ager, usually succeed,
he said.
He further suggested that parents talk to other parents, to teachers, to neighbors and to people at their
church, mosque or synagogue.

ceed in dying, which is, in and of itself, alarming," said •
Glasser. "It's the number of teen-agers who,are so dis- . ,
,~
couraged in life they don't care.
"They take chances with drugs, with unwanted preg-,:,
:i
nancies, with AIDS, with driving without their seat
belts ... "
When teen-agers say they "don't care what happens '"
to them," Glasser said parents should respond with: "I .,,5
hear you; I'm very worried" and "I love you. What can I ;;,
,
do?''
Raising a well-adjusted teen-ager is a desire shared •~
by parents across all racial, ethnic and socio-economic
, ti
lines.
7
adAmerican
of
percent
30
nearly
2000,
year
the
By
· ..
olescents will belong to racial and ethnic minority
~
groups. Given that reality, mental health treatment
must be sensitive to the particular language and cultur- .....
'".
al needs of some adolescents.
Psychiatrists and counselors for the mental health - •
component of the Union of Pan Asian Communities, for
·';:;
example, deal with adolescents who face conflicts
,.,,.
unique to those trying to merge traditional and new
values.
"Adolescence is a dilemma anyway," Walter Philips,
a clinical social worker and mental health program
.
manager at UPAC, said.
"But Asian children may have other value conflicts,
depending on their acculturation level."
The same might be said for some Latino, black and
American Indian teen-agers, because, while all adolescents might share some of the same stress, confusion
and self-doubt, each will handle those experiences differently, based on many factors, including culture.
JU

School daze

Schools play a role in this discussion, as well.
"Schools can do so much for a child who is emotionally disturbed," said Eleanor C. Guetzloe, a national
speaker on suicide prevention, "because we require
children to be in school for seven hours a day for 13
years."
Moreover, she said: "Schools have a big responsibility since a lot of children's problems are school-related.
Seeing what's serious
"They (adolescents) don't make the scores they ,
''You try to get some perspective because none of us want on a test. Or they are in trouble with a teacher
over something that, to us, would seem very minor but
are terribly objective as parents with our own," said
to them is a real crisis."
Glasser, the father of three adolescents.
Guetzloe, a visiting professor at the University of
"If you see that your child is really outside of what
San Diego and full-time faculty member at the Univerappears to be the range of normal, and you don't know
sity of South Florida, said that ideally she would like to
if this is a reaction to a family problem, a problem with
see schools "change every policy that causes a child to peers, a genetic problem or if they're using drugs or
emobe humiliated and embarrassed."
and
well-being
of
sense
something to alter their
She also advocates mental health services within
tional health, you need help as a parent to sort out what
schools.
this is."
Guetzloe is scheduled to speak on "Suicide in AdolesEarly diagnosis and medical treatment are essential
cents" at 7 p.m. Wednesday,April 28, at Hahn Univerfor depressed children, because depression is one of
sity Center on the USD campus. The talk is free and
the leading causes of suicide.
"It is not so much the number of teen-agers who sue- . open to the public.
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We are relative newcomers to the
area, and part of us says that perhaps it
would be inappropriate for us to comment on the debate surrounding the use
of the Benedectine Convent For Perpetual Adoration on Paducah Drive. vantage, yet they will hurry to tell us
We do not feel informed enough to that they turned out alright. We .
come down on one side or the other, agree,but in todays world, where the
although we have listened carefully to majority seem to be alienated, fearful
what everybody has to say. Our letters and confused, we would rather be happy
page has a further selection of views,
than right.
and we hope that at the appeal on
March 30 a consensus will be reached
which will be fair and just.
Forus, though, the controversy raises
other questions of a more general nature.
One can hardly open a newspaper,
watch a newscast or read a magazine
without being painfully reminded that
crime, violence and social disorder appear to be rampant. Even if one does
not believe everything one reads (and
we are the first to say one shouldn't!),
there is a perception out there that as a
society, the world seems to have lost its
way.
and strangely self defeating that a reliTo many ofus, it seems unbelievable gious organization should find itself
that children should be afraid to go to midst a community controversy. We
school for fear of being shot. It seems have no ties to the Diocese, nor are we
equally unbelievable that so many suggesting that they be above any law
young people are deprived of nurtur- or exempt from any provisions tha1
ing, love and attention, all of whicl Against this background it seems sad
should be a guaranteed kickstart into apply to the rest of us.
No. What saddens us is that this
life. Sure, there are those of the previchurch,like
many · other churches,
ous generation who had very little ad-

temples.synagogues and institutions
will somewhere along the line, be called
upon to help society reverse the awful
trends we mentioned earlier. As public
spending is dramatically cut, and resources become less and less, it is not
inconceivable that religious organiza-

Does anybody's Higher Power
distinguish between those who
do the high intensity stuff and the
run-of-the-mill low intensity
stuff?
.

tions, and others, will be at the forefront of the rush for support, guidance
and advice. Who else will take on that
responsibility? The religious organizations probably can't afford it any
more than any one else, except that
they are chartered out of a faith and
commitment to their flock, whoever
they might be, to love and serve.
We permit ourselves a chuckle when

we read that the Convent will be used
for low intensity religious use. Come
on! In our humble view, all work in the
cause of people's beliefs, is high intensity. Does anybody's Higher Power
distinguish between those who do the
high intensity stuff and the run-of-themill low intensity stuff? We doubt it.
Wouldn't it be heaven on earth, so to
speak, if this matter could be
resolved,not with winners or losers in
mind, but with a broad understanding
from both parties that actually, in the
big picture, they are on the same side,
and are all striving to make this world
a safer and more loving place. While
one would want to protect neighborh~ds from traffic invasions, one would
also want to stop them from shooting
themselves in the foot. After all, we can
think of many worse organizations who
might want to take over that Convent.
That won't necessarily guararttee peace
and quiet. Ask the folk from Waco.
If mediation means compromise, then
mediate, mediate , mediate, but for a
community to tum down a bona fide
religious organization's desire to do its
work, however it is structured, then
that community ought to be very sure
that come the difficult times, that community will have no need for spiritual
comfort, no matter what their beliefs
might be. It is a fallacy to think that if
we drill a hole in our ·cabin that the
whole ship won't eventually sink.
As Usual, Best Wishes To All.
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Dear Editor:
We are Clairemont residents living near
the Benedictine Convent. In the 35 years
that we have lived in our home a lot of
changes have occurred in our neighborhood. One of the best ones was the addition
of the Convent. The Chapel and it's occupants have been the best of neighbors and
during personal discussions with the Bishop
he assured us that the Diocese plans to
continue that relationship. There is no
doubt that an increase in traffic, over the
present load, will occur with the Bishop's
office at the site. However, should the site
be developed for 35 residential homes, the
traffic impact is far from zero. How about
70 cars plus 5 to 10 more for teenagers with
loud stereos, up to a half dozen RV's and as
manybo ats,anda fewwork trucks. Thistoo
will represent 300 to 500 average daily

Dear Editor:
ion for
It's not a big issue, but in the interest of with a ''take it or leave it'' proposit
(and
campus
on
office
Diocesan
the current
trips. Some not too peaceful.
accuracy regarding the "conven t controthat!)
at
price
tiable
non-nego
fixed.
a
at
Can the disturbance from the Pastoral
versy," I would like to point our what I
It is correct that USD was prepared to
Center exceed that of 35 homes with backbelieve is an incorrect statement that showed
it'' and could indeed utilize it, but to
''take
the
boarding
of
yard parties, loud stereos, skate
up twice in the March 5 edition
that the University was the proactive
imply
We
street?
the
in
children and ball games
Clairemont News.
all this does not reflect the truth as
in
party
is
"(USD)
.1:
ditonpg
SandraB oycesai
doubt it.
staff
The Bishop is a fine man who we believe
expanding and would like to move into the it has been communicated to faculty,
been
has
it
as
and students at USD, and
to be honest and we think he will do what he
Diocese 's building on campus ." Dr.
ion
says. This is more than we expect from our_ Jamieson ·echoed this view in his letter on represented to the clergy in informat
Diocese.
the
politicians. No,they couldn't zonethe area · pg. 2: ''USD would like the Diocese to published by
As I said, it's not a big issue. Yet because
for apartments in the area--could they?
move (so?) it could use the property."
plan
Church
ge
this is such a sensitive matter in the commuThe symbolism and serenity of a
Actually, USD's latest long-ran
the
I think it is only fair that USD'sro le in
beats
nity,
from
and
certainly
facility in the neighborhood
does not include expansion,
t controversy" is clearly and
"conven
the
usesfor
the
of
out
possible
coming
. theunknownofsomeother
paper trail I've seen
stated.
ly
is
accurate
situation
the
USD,
and
the area.
Diocesan office
You have our permission to print this
exactly opposite of what Ms. Boyce and Dr.
Sincerely,
letter.
Jamieson imply above.
LeRoy and "Mac" White
It was the Diocese, not USD, that insti- Ronald A. Pachence, Ph.D.
San Diego
gated relocation. USD was then presented Professor, Religious Studies
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Pasto ral Cente
lllril lte,s To- Us- Advis ory Comm ittee

Dear Editor:
The Diocese of San Diego appreciates the
fair and balanced article regarding our plans
· to locate a pastoral center at the former
Banedictine monastery on Paducah Drive.
However, in a neighborhood meeting, we
were made aware of some misinformation
that is circulating in the neighborllood which
I would like to clarify, especially regarding
the use of the pastoral center as a social
service agency and a diocesan purchasing
center. The pastoral center will not be a
base for social service outreach, which will
continue to be provided elsewhere by Catholic Charities and other catholic programs.
the pastoral center serves the bishop and his
pastoral staff who provide enabling services to the parishes and institutions of the
diocese.
The pastoral center will not be used as a
base for central purchasing for the diocese.
To be a good neighbor, the diocese has
agreed not to have overnight programs and
is committed to traffic control policies that
limit activities to the 180 on-site parking
spaces. The City Planning Department has
studied the traffic circulation and conclµded
that use as a pastoral center will not have a
detrimental impact on the neighborhood.
There may also be some confusion over
the meaning of ''.pastoral center." The
mane is taken from the work ''pastor.'' Just
the pastor of a parish needs a place to

as

carry out the pastoral mission so the bishop
needs a place from which to carry out bis
pastoral mission. In the case of the former
monastery, the chapel would become the
bishop's chapel and the heart of bis ministry. It is planned that the pastoral center
would eventually include the personal residence of the Bishop of San Diego. The
diocese is committed not to expand the
monastery or to add other buildings on the
site.
The former monastery cannot be used for .
any other purpose by the diocese. The only
other alternative is to sell the property. In
analyzing other uses, whether for residential units, a residential rehabilitation or daycare center, the proposed pastoral center
would, in our opinion, be the most neighbor-friendly.
The diocese is and will always be committed to being a good neighbor in the
community. By using the monastery as a
pastoral center, the community can be assured that the open-space character of the
site will be maintaineo ano the neighborhood will benefit from continued, low-intensity religious use. We welcome the
opportunity to work with the community to
address ongoing mutual concern.

Rev. Msgr. Daniel J. Dillabough, STD, JCL
·
Chancellor

This Newspaper Is Great!
Dear Editor:
I was on the bus the other day talking to
the bus driver and we were discussing how
fun it is that Clairemont has its very own
newspaper and bow well it is. The layout is
done very well and the articles are very real
and down to earth by real people that we

know.
The bus driver said be didn't know of all
the businesses that were right here in our
areaoftown. Itwasgreat! Thispaperbelps
me a lot since I don't have a car because I
have to take the bus and it help to know of
the businesses in this area.

Dear Editor:
In response to neighborhood interest regarding the Diocese of San Diego's plans to
locate a Pastoral Center on Paducah Drive,
the Bishop bas formed a Pastoral Center
Advisory Committee.
The goal of the committee is to involve
neighbors in cooperatively addressing concerns and resolving, in good faith, issues
regarding the Pastoral Center.
The committee will ~rve ~ a ~eigbborbood board to review all concerns and issues which may be raised by neighborhood
residents regarding the operation ·of the
Pastoral Center.
Additionally, the committee will evaluate complaints, if any, and will bring to the
attention of appropriate diocesan officials
those complaints which, in the opinion of
the committee, should be addressed by the
Diocese.
On March 15, the group met personally
with the Bishop for over two hours. During
the meeting, we provided neighborhood
input and, at our request, the Bishop agreed
to modify five of the seven proposed restric-

tions for the Conditional Use Permit. The
two that were not modified were found
acceptable as proposed.
With the exception of the Bishop and
Vincent Whelan, Director for the Office of
Civil Affairs for the Diocese, the committee
is composed entirely of neighborhood residents, half of whom live on either Cadden or
Paducah. Some committee members were
even initially opposed to the Pastoral Center and signed petitions to that effect. All of
us, however, found the Diocese to be extremely responsive to our requests and we
are confident they will make a good neighbor.
Craig Orange and I were elected cochairpersons of the committee. We are both
committed to having the committee meet
on a regular basis and to fairly and promptly
address any issues raised by our neighbors.
Our experience so far indicates that, with
good faith and a little compromise, there
isn't any issue we can't resolve.
Sincerely,
Laurel Ann Olson

GOOD NEIGHBORS
Dear Editor:
As a resident of Clairemont, in the Bay
Ho area, I believe the Pastoral Center on
Paducah Drive would be of great benefit to
our area. I do not believe there would be any
traffic problem caused by the center.
I have lived in Clairemont since 1955 and
in the Bay Ho area since 67.
The Benedictine Sisters left the area because of economic reasons. The Diocese
agreed to purchase their monastery because
it is uniquely suited for the purpose of
surviving as a pastoral center.
Since the church is not a business, it is not

a commercial enterprise. It is an area for the
Bishop and bis staff to carry out meeds of
the Bishop and staff.
The Sisters' chapel will become the
Bishop's chapel and the Bishop plans to live
on Paducah Drive. The chapel will be open
to the public.
I truly believe the pastoral center would
be good and trustworthy neighbors and I
welcome them.
Sincerely,
Ella Westirvelt
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Business Notes:
Family Business Institute
Gains Sponsors, Heads

(

North
USD's Family Business Institute (FBI), a Southern California's
first professional training center
for family-owned businesses, is
expanding its 1993 program
agenda with the help offournew
sponsors.
FBI has announced that four
firmswhichcaterto family-owned
businesses will sponsor the Institute during 1993. They are: Arthur
Andersen & Co., accounting firm;
Gray, Cary, Ames & Fry, law
firm; The Banlc ofCalifornia and;
Creative Capital Management, Inc,
financial and investment firm.
"We are very grateful that these
sponsors will provide FBI with
their support and their expertise,"
said Jackie Freiberg ofUSD Continuing Education, one ofthe directors of FBI. "With their help,
we are confident that we can help
our member businesses thrive and
prosper."
FBI, which celebrates its oneyear anniversary this month, was
founded to help entrepreneurs
overcome the range ofdifficulties
- financial, managerial, and emotional -- that can undermine a
family business.

"There is evidence that less
than 50 percent of all family-,
owned businesses lastto the sec-r
ond generation," said Peggy Eddy
ofCreative Capital Management
"Nationwide, anumberoffarnily
business centers are helping to
reverse thattrend through seminars, newsletters, and other services that strengthen this important business sector."
On Wednesday, March 31, FBI
will hold its first-ever North
County event in Escondido at the
Fornaca Bakery, one of the
Institute'searliestmembers. Topics at the half-day briefing will
include an update on President
Clinton's tax reformproposals and
adiscussionofthepeculiarchallenges that face family businesses.
"We know that a lot of North
County family businesses don't
have the time to travel down to
USD where we hold most of our
seminars, so we've decided to go
north to acquaint them with our
programs," said Freiberg.
For further information about
the North Countyseminarorany
other FBI programs, contact
Freibergat(619)260-4644.
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USD'sstar
isforward
and plays
part to hilt
By ED GRANEY, Staff Writer

ays she isn't a ball hog. Says she just likes to
have the rock in her hands. Says she isn't cocky.
Says she's confident. Wait ... OK ... says she
might be a little cocky. Says she has to be. Says her
competitive fire demands it.
If it is time to choose up sides for an afternoon of
pickup basketball out on the asphalt and you have the
first pick, point your finger in the direction of Jill Shaver. And when you do pick her and it's 15-14 in your favor and you need a basket to win by two, find her, get
her the ball and clear out. She will score or she will get
fouled or she will create something else.
Determination makes us all be
people. It also has helped make Shaver one heck of a player.
USD' s women make their first
NCAA Tournament appearance in a
first-round west regional game tonight at Nebraska (5:30 p.m. PST).
NCAA WOMEN'S'
Look for Shaver to have that ball often and know what to do with it. USD
is going to its first dance because it
ATLANTA 1993
won last week's West Coast Conference Tournament by upsetting Santa
Clara, 64-57. It won because tourney
MVP Shaver felt the itch, found the
zone and hit 10-of-12 shots from the field. Scored a career-high 24 points.
Confident? Her postgame quotes went like this:
"Any time I caught the ball, I knew I would score."
This is the kind of attitude you have when your high
school team loses one game and wins three state
championships in four years. Shaver would walk on the
court wearing the uniform of Albuquerque's El Dorado
High wondering only about by how many points her
squad would squash the other.
"(Shaver) has always been the kind of player who refuses to get beat, especially one-on-one," USD coach
Kathy Marpe said. "Sure, she's has a little (cockiness)
in her. You have to at this level."
Shaver, a junior, leads USD (16-11) in scoring with a
13.5 average. She pulls down six rebounds and hands
out three assists per game. She stands 6-feet, plays
small forward and prefers the drive to pull-up jumpers.
If the J is needed, she'll take it and hit it 50 percent of
the time, but only when necessary.
"I've worked on getting more range with my shot,"
Shaver said, "but I've always loved to drive. A lot of the
time, I'm playing against bigger people, who usually
aren't as quick. Better to drive past them than try and
shoot over them."
Like most Division I players, Shaver found life at the
defensive end difficult to handle after high school. She
played center at El Dorado and defense meant she put
her body on the opposing player and banged around for
four quarters. Now, it's all about sliding feet and deny-
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Standing tall: Forward fill Shaver, who led USD through its conference
tournament, is now looking at a first NCAA Tournament appearance.

Sliaver
USD's versatile forward
is no shrinking violet
Continued from D-1.

(

ing ball. It's about always being in the right position. Quickness .
had to replace strength. It took a
while. She got there.
In choosing USD, Shaver was
forced to look at more (much more)
than winning records and postseason
tradition. There were few of the
former and none of the latter. So she
considered the likes of Hawaii and
New Mexico State and St. Mary's and
decided none was for her. No
chemistry. No feelings deep inside
that said one of those places was THE
place for her.
'1
''You can look at numbers and records and stats all you want," Shaver said, "but you have to be happy. I
came here on my recruiting trip and
loved the area and players on the
team. I made friends right away.
That's what's most important."
Tonight, numbers and records
and stats will mean something. After two years of suffering through
sub-par results, Shaver and USD
debut in the Main Event. Nobody
but Marpe and her squad thought it
possible. Nobody had any problem
telling that to any Torero who
would listen.
"Ever since I got here, people
have told me we'd never win any
kind of championship or make the
NCAAs,'' Shaver said. "That's hard
to hear. It can really affect your attitude and game if you let it. So I
never have let it. People say we
don't belong here. We're here to
prove them wrong."
Yep, 15-14 and a basket needed
to win by two. Clear out.
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San Diego Forum

Computers: Saviors, or just slave-drivers?
Economists have just
now uncovered 'real'
evidence of improved
.roductivity from
computers. "What does
this mean?
Lackritz
he computer has been the single biggest
fluence on business and personal proJUCtivity in the last 20 years. Some
dark-age CEOs, unemployed economists and
management consultants may argue au contraire. However, a look at the advances in all
areas of society from aerospace manufacturing to medicine, banking to communications,
make a strong argument for the role of technology in our future.
The computer boom has not come problemfree . The new physical effects - eye stress,
carpal tunnel syndrome and potential radiation
hazards - as well as a variety of mental effects - stress for the non-computer literate
and higher expectations for people on the job
- are accompanied by the fear or perception
of jobs being eliminated through the computer. Some jobs have been reduced, but there
have been 10 new jobs created for every job
eliminated by the computer.
It is critical to realize that the computer is
just an automated brain designed for the purpose of storing, retrieving, producing and condensing information into its simplest and most
convenient form - nothing more, nothing
less. Computers have allowed people to increase individual productivity, or alternately,

i[

Rohatyn
e are now slaves fo our machines, as
we have been since the Industrial
Revolution, so of course we're going
to say that computers increase productivity
even if they don't. You can see examples of
that dependency all around us - at the bank,
we may not be able to transact business because the computer is down. When a machine
stops, we are stilled as well. They will enslave
us and make us even more decadent and lazy:
we can't rub two sticks together, but we can
operate our butane lighters.
I doubt very much, despite the numbers
hype, that productivity has increased. Look at
the time wasted by the mere fact that we have
to do things for the machine instead of by our
bidding. You go to the store and it takes 10
minutes for the computer to print out a receipt
instead of one minute by hand. But, let's assume that the numbers are correct, and that
the productivity increases are now just percolating up to the measureable line. So what?
What's so great about productivity? Students of socialism will even admit that it is a
treadmill, everyone working for one great
common good, and therefore demonstrating
the epitome of social productivity. Is that the
desirable outcome? That is celebrating the
means instead of the ends.
The whole story is the myth of progress.
Perhaps computers have justified themselves
in cost-benefit terms, but those are the wrong
terms. As Langdon Winner, author of "Autonomous Technology," states so clearly, when
you have a world of machines, you have reverse adaptation. In a machine culture, the
computer is a symbol and an ultimate example
of worship. But like most idols, they also have
feet of clay; they can't produce in ways that
deserve the acclaim.
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Diego

to spend more time on far more important
things (thinking and problem-solving) than
pushing paper, therefore higher expectations
have been created, creating a more intense society.
While computers are capable of being programmed to make decisions, important decisions should and will continue to be made by
the human (otherwise we'd have to eliminate
politicians). While robots have been used in
manufacturing, they will, like their human
counterparts, make mistakes, get sick (break
down) and are not always cost-efficient.

If we want speed, efficiency and quality in
our future, we must continue to tap into the incredible resources that can be put into the little gray boxes. Failure to do so will create other stresses in our lives with which we will not
care to experience. Now if we could only get a
computer to create world peace, solve the
state budget and pitch for the Padres.
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1st Round:

2nd Round:

March 17

March 20 or 21

SDSU, USD win berths
ih. NCAA Tournament

Semifinals

Regional
March 25 or 27 ·

April3

Semifinals

Regional

2nd Round: .

1st Round:

April 3

March 25 or 27

March 20 or 21

March 17

1) Vanderbilt (27-2)
..Vermont (28-0) ....

.Kansas (21-8) .....

dontinued from D-1

is a piece ·of the puzzle, and nobody
minds that. They're willing to put
personal goals aside." ·
Marpe had not seen tapes of Nebraska (22-7) as of last night, but
word has it the Cornhuskers will
pQ~e;matchup problems inside. Five
Nebraska players are over 6-feet,
le.d by 6-2 do-everything Karen Jennings.
"She can hit from the outside·and
is very physical underneath,"
Marpe said. "Their inside game
could give us trouble." .
· The Georgia team that SDSU
(19-8) will face is far better than
· the one it beat by seven in a preseason tournament. Georgia (20-12) is
one of six Southeastern Conference
teams invited, having recently
~(en top-ranked Tennessee in
the SEC Tournament semifinals.
This is SDSU's third trip to the
NCAAs and first under Burns, in
fourth season. She never had a
f01.ir-year plan or predicted when
her Aztecs might first reach the
NCAA Tournament. But now that
.
they're in . . .
"I'm hoping' this is the thing that
mMkes- our program take off," said
Burns, who has gone to the NCAAs
three times as an assistant.
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.. Rutgers (21-8l ....

. California.(18-9) ..
4) S.F. Austin (27-4)

.. 4) W. Kentucky (23-6)
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At Nacogdoches, Texas

)········· ..····· ...............
Louisiana Tech (23-5)
~...............................
DePaul (20-8)

~

(23-8)

.
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1...............................
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2) Maryland (22-7)
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3) Texas (22-7)
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Bowling Green
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Florida 18-9
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1) Tennessee (27-2)

2) Texas Tech (26-3)
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Aztecs join
Torerosin
women's
tourney
By ED GRANEY
Staff Writer
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And they said San Diego couldn't play
basketball at the collegiate level. Tell it to
the women.
Once again, invitations to the men's
NCAA Tournament were announced yesterday, and no local school was mentioned
among the elite 64. The same can't be said
for the 48-team women's field, in which
USD and San Diego State were invited to
dance at the main party.
Both schools were bracketed in the West
Region. Western Athletic Conference •
champion Brigham Young joins SDSU,
marking the first time two WAC schools
made the field.
USD knew Saturday evening it would
make its first NCAA appearance, thanks to
an automatic bid that went with its 64-57
West Coast Conference Tournament final
upset of Santa Clara. The Toreros and
13-year coach Kathy Marpe open play at
Nebraska tomorrow night at 5:30.
It was wait, see, hope and pray fqr SDSU,
which lost to Utah in last week's WAC
Tournament semifinals. But a very tough
non-conference schedule and a 15-point victory against BYU convinced the seeding
committee.
SDSU opens first-round play at 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow at Georgia, which the Aztecs
beat earlier this season.
"We've got our dancing shoes on," SDS!.L.
coach Beth Burns said. "I was asleep and
half-depressed when I (found out) ...
There's something about getting a second
life."
USD (16-11), picked by conference coaches to finish last in the eight-team WCC,
played its best at the best time. The Toreros have won five of their past seven.
Marpe says -there's nothing special talent-wise about her club, that this particular
squad doesn't do things far better than
those of years past.
It's all about attitude: This team is making its first trip to the NCAA Tournament
because it believes in itself.
"These kids, unlike some groups we've
had in the past, have paid the price for
success," Marpe said. "They made the sacrifices necessary to achieve this. Everyone
See Women on Page 0-12
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AMA exec balks at nurse practitioners who 'play doctor'
Continued from ID
A member of

George Wa<ih~

ingtoo University Health Plan,
()
)l

n
4

a Washington, D.C., HMO, Cur.ran says she trusts her h¢alth
to Joy Paoagides :._ and it
doesn't matter. that Panagides
is not a physician.
·
Panagides, 51, is a physician
assistant. trained in an inten-

sive two-year medical program
and certi!ed to perform, with
supervision, 70% to 80% of a

physician's functions.
Physician assistants have
been around since 1967; the
fust were military corpsmen
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who wanted to use their medical skills in civilian life. The
USA oow has about 25,000 P~
70% at clinics, HMOs and doctors' offices, earning $40,000 to
$50,000 a year - balfwbat pri.tnary care doctors do.
Demand is booming. says

the American Academy of
Physician Assistants; six job
openings for each graduate.
At GWU and other HMOs,
PAs work with nurse practitioners as "associates"' on the
HMO's "health care teams,"
where, like physicians, they do

exams, diagnose illness, prescribe medication. But they
know their limits, say Panagides, and consult or refer to
physicians for problems they
can't handle on their own.
Patients can ask for a doctor, but they may face a longer
wait; if they don't specif;•, they

z
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may be assigned an associate.
As for Curran, she always reque.51S Panagides.
.
'1 prefer her to doctors,"

Curran says. "She listens a lot
better tban most doctors do. I

have a long-standing relationship with somebody I really
trust - she's oot a doctor, but
we feel she has backup there in

case we need it"
Curran and others seem to
have rediscovered, in PAs and
nurse practitioners. the kind of
relationship many people remembeT having with the "Dr.
We1bys'' of a distant. rosy past
Dr. John E. Ott, who heads
the GWU Health Plan, says pa-

tients frequently "perceive
physicians as too busy for

our experience, they'.re much more
willing to ask a nurse practitiooer or physician assistant, who
can spend more time educating about health in geoeral"
Such prevention and education, he adds, "is goiog tn be a
critically important issue as we
try to control costs and deli\·er
care to more people."
'dumb questions.' In

Dr. M. Roy Schwarz, American Medical A$ociation, says
medicine has seen the problems io geographic distribution
and overspeciali7.ation corning
for some time, and tried to address them in the 1960.s \\oith a
variety of measures, such as
opening more medical schools
and allo,,.,ing more foreign doctors to practice in the USA

But most medical schools
"haven't really tried seriously"
to change their focus, he says.
Even if every graduate went
into primary care, it would still
take 10 years to get to 50%•
says Dr. Richard Moy of Southern .Illinois University School
of Medicine. At SIU, 53. 7%
choose primary care, the highest percentage among smndard U.S. medical schools.
The ultimate answer, Moy
says, is to change a system that
discourages primary care:
"Make it more rewarding take the bassles out of it"
Physicians do feel hassled,
says Clare Ellis, managing editor of Hippocrates ma~e.
A reader survey io the latest issue fouod 93% of doctors say
red tape and paperwork have
increased since they entered
medicine; 29% would change
professions if they could.
Scares of''solutioos" are being proposed, from government-paid med school in return for two years national
service, to linking reaching hospitals to community clinics so
students can get early experience in primary care. An adviSOJ)' panel will recommend
this month that Congress create a federal commission to
regulate specialty residencies.
About 61% of the AMA's
300,000 members are specialists; its board of directors will
discuss these and other propos.
als in April. But Schwarz says

..everybody ought to have a
shot at being an orthopedic surgeon. We think the market will.
and can, sort it out, with some
incentives to help it along"
Achieving balance will be
slow; "the only immediate option" be sees is retraining specialisls to do primary care. It
might be "traumatic" for specialists whose year or two of
additional training would qualify them to earn half their former incomes. "But it may be
the only way to still be a practicing doctor," Schwarz says.
The USA's largest group of
health care providers has another idea: 2.1 million nurses
stand ready to be mobilized,
says Virginia Trotter Betts,

cians, "physicians demand

much more supervision ( over
nun.es). But in rural areas,
nurse practitioners are allowed
by states to do much more."
Some physicians agree
funds should be shifted, hut not
necesc;arily to nurses..
Dr. Th~ Meikle Jr., president of the Josiah Macy Jr.
Foundatioo, a private health
care philanthropy, has pro- .
posed drastic changes. includ- ·
ing cuts in medical school enrollment and "doubling, or
even tripling, enrollment in
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physician ~ t programs.
Such action ''will be contentious and technically difficult,"
ff

;

he says, "but we have a system 11
that :is really out of control"
American Nurses Assciciation.
Using only doctors, he says.
About l 00,000 advanced is comparable to consulting a
practice nurses DOW work as Ph.D. in electrica1 engineering
nurse practitioners, certified for a problem with your toastnurse midwives and in other er. And health care costs, "are
areas. Janet R ~ Ameri- having serious implications in
can NwcialioiCleges of ' equity, access and quality of
Nu~ thinks training money care for our citizens."
shouldfie rerouted so more
Whoever ends up providing
can get advanced degrees and care, success will d.e pend on
do primary care.
ability to satisfy patients like
These practitioners have a Mary McCarthy-O'Reilly of
role, Schwarz says, "but some Washington, D.C., a member
are asking for independent of GWU's Health Plan.
practice privileges, and some
''It's such a professional
of us are rather alarmed. team, sometimes you can't
When the concept evolved, it even tel1 who the doctors are,"
was never envisioned they she says.
would play doctor."
But "they have eyes that
· Rodgers says the is5ue is know symptoms and haoos
competition, oot competence that can make you feel better
- where there aremorep_hysian(l_t}1at sati~~"me." ..
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Healing our h e a lt h c a re

Ailing sy st em shifts aw ay fr om
doctors

(
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TEA M APPROACH: Patients who
By Tim DIiion, USA TODAY
seek health care at the Goorge
Washington University Health
Plan in Washington, D.C., could be treat
ed
by any or all of these people:
Troy Watson: physician assistant Joy
Panag1das; physician Bria n Schu from left, referral assi stan t
Nicklason; pl1yslcian assistant Maric•Mi
lte: nurs ~ practitioner Judi th
ct,olo Lega r; Rna roglS lel'e d nurs
e Portia Washington .
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;sT od ay
OCK AVERAGE S
low
close
3385.40 3427.82
1520.32 1538.85
236.29
237.54
1252.27 1266.39

change
-29.18
-16.11
-3.20
-12.55

Loca l Scen e
A cheery good day: Local
bankruptci es rose 3.75 percent in
1992 to 15,330 filings, new businesses licensed dropped 1.04 percent .to 11,289, building permit
valuations dropped 24.6 percent
and total building permits issued
dropped 10.1 percent. A variety of
local economic indicators, compiled
by the Chamber's Economic Research Bureau, are on Page 3A.

• • •

Vi«;!tor Vilaplana will convene
the first meeting today of a com•
mittee assigned to recommend can•
didates for the position of U.S. District Court magistrate . District
Court judges make the final selection and hope to fill the vacancy
mid-year. About 100 applications
have been received.
Sister Sally Furay, provost at
USD, heads Barbara Boxer's committee to recommend candidates
for the position of U.S. attorney.
Other members include retired
federal judge J. Lawrence Irving,
USD law professor Robert Fellmeth, businessm an Sol Price, Luce
.Forward partner Vickie Turner,
Deputy Alternate Public Defender
Annie Gutierrez, Deputy Public
Defender Ana Espana and El Cen•
tro civil practitione r and juvenile
com;t referee Juan Ulloa.
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HOW TO REACH US
North County

820 S. Hill St., Oceanside 92054.
220 W. 2nd Ave., Escondido 92025

East County

185 W. Madison Ave., El Cajon 92020

North Coast

722-1595
800-244-6397
593-4949

293-1754
555 H. St., Chula Vista 91910
City /Main office 350 Camino de la Reina, San Diego 92108 293-1211
800-533-8830
CIRCULATION

South County

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 299-2121

North County: 800-338-6146.

Rifkin to discus s
global warm ing
(

San Diego
Science critic and environmentalist Jeremy Rifkin will speak on
global warming and the "Greenhouse Effect" at 7 p.m. on March
25 at the Hahn University Center
at the University of San Diego.
Rifkin, author of 12 books on
environmental topics, chairs the
Green Movement for Environmental Justice and a Sustainable
Economy. His lecture is the keynote address for USD's Social Issues Conference on Critical Problems/Creative Solutions:
Preserving the Human and Natural Environment.
His talk will be preceded by a
concert directed by Dr. Marianne
Pfau, a USD music professor and
member of the local music ensemble, Nota Bene.
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USDw omen
winWCC

championship
By RIC BUCHER

l

Toreros
USD wins WCC title,
gets NCAA invitation

Special to the Union-Tribune

SANTA CLARA - The West
Coast Conference coaches picked
USD's women to finish eighth in
the eight-team WCC before the
season started.
Now the ToreToreros 64
ros will represent the WCC in
the NCAA Tournament after upsetting Santa Clara in the conference
tournament final last night, 64-57,
at SCU's Toso Pavilion.
There's a correlation.
"This was a year-long quest,"
said USD coach Kathy Marpe. "I
made a vow, and the team made a
See Toreros on Page C-5

Continued from C-1

vow, that we were not a last-place
team ... Yeah, being voted last was
an added (motivation)."
Marpe pointed out to her team
that the Santa Clara men's team,
also picked to finish last in a preseason poll, was headed to the .men's
NCAA Tournament after upsetting
conference champion Pepperdine in
the tournament final.
She also may have slyly boosted
the Broncos' confidence by playing
primarily a man-to-man defense
when the two teams met last week,
in the regular-season finale. The
Broncos (19-9) shredded that
scheme for a 67-45 win, their sixth
in a row against the Toreros

(16-11).
"I think what hurt us was beating
them by 20 a week ago," said
Broncos coach Caren Horstmeyer.
"They were mad."
They also were in a zone - at
both ends of the court. Their 3-2
zone on defense, backed by the nation's leading shot-blocker, Chris
Enger, prompted the Broncos to
miss 12 of their first 13 shots, including several airballs in the opening minutes. Enger finished with
seven blocked shots, but she
stopped at least two more and
forced the Broncos to change several others.
"We're not used to seeing that
much zone, especially from them,"
said Broncos star forward Christine
Silvernail, who fouled out with 1:07
left.
Forward Jill Shaver, the tournament MVP, stood in the middle of
the Toreros' offensive "zone," the
term used when everything a
shooter throws up goes in.

"I felt like that right from the
start," said Shaver, who tied a career high with 24 points, on 10-of12 shooting. "Any time I caught the
ball, I knew I could score."
She wasn't alone. The Toreros
took a 15-3 lead by sinking nine of
their first 13 shots and finished
with a 53.8 field-goal percentage.
The Broncos, meanwhile, shot a
season-low 31.9 percent.
The upset led to a rather strange
scene during the postgame awards
ceremony. The Broncos' Melissa
King, introduced as the WCC player
of the year, walked out to receive
her award redfaced and crying. It
took something away from the victory for Laura King, her younger
sister and a Toreros freshman.
"I was in tears, too, when I saw
that," she said.
USO (64, 16-11)
de Jesus 6-14 1-2 13, Shaver 10-12 4-5 24, Enger 5-8 0-2
10, Sortino 3-7 0-2 8, Straub 2-4 0-1 4, Eiermann 0-1 0-0 0,
King 1-3 0-0 2, Brovelli 1-31-2 3. Totals 28-52 6-14 64.
SANTA CLARA (57, 19-9)
Baldwin 4-12 0-1 9, Silvernail 4-16 2-210, Smith 1-10-02,
King 6-16 3-4 15, Ressa 0-3 0-0 0, Chiamparino 1-5 0-0 .3,
Gonzales 0-2 3-4 3, Kerman 4-8 1-2 9, Bailey 3-9 0-0 6.
Totals 23-72 9-13 57.
Halftime-USO 35, Santa Clara 24. Three-point goalsUSO 2-6 (Sortino 2-5), Santa Clara 2-19 (Chiamparino 1-5,
Baldwin 1-7). Rebounds- USO 40 (Enger 16), Santa Clara
41 (King 10). Assists-USO 11 (Straub 4), Santa Clara 7.
Total fouls-USO 15, Santa Clara 20. Fouled out-Enger,
Silvernail. A-1 ,020.
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recovery
By RICK SHAUGHN ESSY
Staff Writer

Leading indicators of the San
Diego economy posted their second
monthly gain in January, suggesting
the county may be emerging from
recession ahead of the rest of the
state, according to a report released yesterday.
The University of San Diego's
index of leading economic indicators rose 0.2 percent for the month,
led by a decline in new unemployment claims and an increase in
help-wanted advertising.
Residential building permits,
stock prices of San Diego companies and national leading indicators
also registered gains.
'
Tourism, dampened by January's
record rains, was the only indicator
in decline.
"These are the kinds of signs you
see at the beginning of a recovery
from a recession," said Max Schetter, economist with the Greater
San Diego Chamber of Commerce.
"I think it's heartening."
Index creator Alan Gin was reluctant to declare a recovery based
on two months' gain in the index.
But he has become more hopeful,
noting that the sharp weather-related decline in tourism for the
month kept the index from registering a more pronounced improvement.
''We would have seen a very
strong surge," Gin said. ''Five of the
six components were up .... That
(the tourism decline) did put a
damper on economic activity."
The San Diego Convention and
Visitors Bureau reported this week
that hotel occupancy dropped 7.4
percent and visitor spending declined 7.8 percent in January from
the previous year.
Attendance at the county's major
tourist attractions was off 14.2 percent for the month, the bureau -reported.
Leading indicators are designed
to predict economic activity in the
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future. The increase in employment ads, for example, suggest
larger payrolls in the future.
Help-wanted advertising is a new
index indicator, replacing new defense orders.
Gin said repeated declines in new
defense orders and the out-migration of defense-related jobs from
San Diego County have made it a
less important and less reliable., indicator of economic activity in the
county.
Employment in San Diego County's high-technology sector, which
includes most defense related
workers, fell to 45,100 in January

- down from its all time peak of
61,100 in December 1988, said
Vincent Conales, San Diego County
analyst for the state's Employment
Development Department.
Schetter, the chamber's economist, said the rise in the index in
ligM of yesterday's gloomy beigebook report from the Federal Reserve Bank shows a fundamental
difference in economic conditions
between San Diego and the rest of
urban Southern California.
''We've been impacted, but we're
not nearly as bad off as the Los
Angeles-Orange County-Ventura
metropolitan complex," he said.

